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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
Following the review of cladding and fire safety at
Horatia and Leamington Towers, Portsmouth City
Council (PCC) decided to remove and permanently
rehouse the tower residents.
Further engineering analysis by Ridge and financial
viability assessments by PCC concluded that these
towers cannot feasibly, be reused. Subsequent
comprehensive local engagement has led to the
development of a brief for delivering large-scale
regeneration, to create a high-quality sustainable
urban neighbourhood in this city centre site.

successful results and the team aim to bring lessons
learned from delivering pioneering social housing
regeneration projects to the unique context of this
project.
Due to the sensitivity of the project, implications for
local residents and the uncertainty of the financial
viability, no direct consultation with residents has
been undertaken by the project team other then the
press release from PCC Comms regarding the towers.
However, a series of presentations, discussions and
feedback has been undertaken with the PCC project
team and internal departments including:

Purpose of the Business Case

PCC Housing and Regeneration team

As part of a crucial first step this Outline Business
Case has been commissioned to evaluate the viability
of various development options to enable PCC to
make an informed decision on the scale, scope and
timings of viable re-development proposals, as well
as the scope of future engagement with residents,
and how a chosen option may be delivered through
planning, construction and managed throughout its
use. The assessment will be based on sound urban
design, technical, financial and market analysis and
aims to inform three critical decisions which will
determine the area to be developed:

PCC Highways

Minimum - Is the demolition and redevelopment
of the Horatia and Leamington Houses site alone
viable.
2. Medium - What public realm, movement and
wider site measures are needed to support the
viability of the Horatia and Leamington Houses
site.
3. Maximum (Blue sky thinking) - Is it necessary or
are there significant benefits of including the wider
area into the regeneration programme. This could
involve greater re-development opportunities and
will depend on the thoughts and outcomes of
early resident and community engagement.

PCC Finance/Procurement
PCC Engagement & Comms
PCC Planning

Strategic Objectives and Project Brief

1.

Leamington House
Horatia House

Site

Our Team & Approach
The project team were selected, through the Homes
England framework, to undertake the Stage 0 Business
Case and subject to viability, develop designs, through
resident engagement, on a preferred strategy, through
Stage 1-2 in 2021.
The team has been assembled from industry experts
with established experience of collaborating on
successful, Council lead, regeneration projects.
Working closely with the local authority, estate
residents and other consultees and council
departments is essential to achieving sensitive and
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A Holistic and Sustainable Approach

Residents and the local Somerstown community
have been involved in a comprehensive piece of
consultation, led by PCC, prior to the Business Case
starting, which has helped define key themes and
objectives for any redevelopment. The key themes
identified are:

Truly sustainable development needs to be assessed,
developed and managed across a range of qualities.
Consequently we have distilled the project brief and
resident objectives into the following three overarching
Project Principles, which we will use to guide our
designs and their evaluation.

1. Build appropriate homes
2. Make better use of green space (including space for
children)

nmen
viro
ta
En

3. No more student accommodation

l

4. Consider wider area improvements
5. Better parking options
6. No tower blocks*
7. Re-provide the social housing lost when the tower
blocks go
(*The tower blocks were liked by many occupants, but
we take this comment to mean no deep-plan ‘bulky’
nmen
towers, standing in isolation).
viro
Building on the consultation and feasibility work PCC
set out a Project Brief, that has informed the Project
Principles, which need to be addressed to ensure the
successful redevelopment of the site.

ancial
Social
Fin Value:
Placemaking, amenity and uses
that provide assets to benefit
both place and people, developed
through grass-roots engagement
and building on this inclusive
foundation to enhance the existing
neighbourhood.

ancial
Fin

Financial Value:
Intelligent, innovative, and agile
project collaboration to capitalise
on the team’s experience and
knowledge to optimise cost/value,
viability, and deliverability, through
a whole life cost approach and
range of procurement routes.

The project brief:
•

Develop proposals for the replacement of Horatia
and Leamington House with new homes

•

Create viable and deliverable options
l

•

Social
ironment
nv
a
E
Provide a minimum of 272 new Social Homes that

people can afford
•

Provide positive local socio-economic impact and
legacy

•

Create high-quality attractive homes and
landscaping - improving permeability and
connections

•

Create better green spaces that are safer and
provide community benefit

•

Minimise environmental impact and help improve
air quality

•

Work with the local community to develop the
proposals

•

At least 30% affordable housing needs to be
delivered in the new build

n

Social

ta
l

En

c

So ial
Environmental
Value:Fina cial
Use ‘greener’ design-led thinking
and intelligent, sustainable
optioneering, to maximise
environmental benefits and
quality of life whilst minimising
environmental impact and
infrastructure costs.

Project Principles

Site
For the Outline Business Case, PCC has defined the
main development site referred in this document as
Horatia and Leamington Houses site, as the land of
both towers, Melbourne Place Car Park and the their
associated surrounding public realm, (See diagram on
p6).

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Placemaking Objectives and Benefits

Technical Viability

We believe there are significant improvements that
can be made to the wider public realm, landscape and
movement routes through and near the site that will
add essential value to development proposals. These
moves will be key to fulfilling the project objectives,
reinforce the qualities of the exiting site and develop
other attributes that will enhance value and amenity
for new and existing resident. In order to guide options
we have set the following Placemaking Objectives,
which include creating the following:

We have appraised several technical aspects of the
site and designs, which have informed the options:

1.

An integrated neighbourhood - that connects
physically, visually and socially to its surrounding
context.

•

•
•

•

2. Healthy green streets - that encourage active
lives, play and improved quality of life.

Underground Services – Proposed block footprints
generally avoid these or minimise the need for
diversions.
Trees – Existing trees are generally retained or
replaced.
Building efficiency – Allowances have been made in
line with industry norms, but focus on improving
these at the nest stage should enhance viability
(Form factors, Net/Gross, etc)
Carbon, Energy and whole-life costs – The scale
and form of buildings has been chosen to enable
their efficient development and we would
recommend focussing attention on this as early as
possible at the next stage.

3. An active safe neighbourhood - a place that
provides a sense of safety, pride and community.
4. A sense of character and identity - to ensure
legibility and a distinctive high-quality townscape.

Options Appraisal and Viability
Different scenarios have been developed to explore
different scales of development and different site
coverage, ranging from Minimum and Medium to
Maximum scenarios (see diagram below).

Minimum

Medium

Maximum

Findings
The various scenarios have a range of pros and cons
and rely on a number of assumptions, which have
been described within the document. These will need
to be explored and tested in further detail at the next
stage. There will also need to be additional input and
influence from wider stakeholders, local community,
and residents as well as PCC’s various departments.
The redevelopment of the Horatia and Leamington
Houses site would offer numerous benefits which align
with PCC’s Corporate Priorities and Project Objectives.
There is real opportunity to deliver an exemplar council
led regeneration project, to create a new sustainable
neighbourhood and provide much needed homes,
both of affordable and private tenure homes.
It is also apparent that the viability of the
development will be heavily dependent on several
factors, including:
•

Horatia and
Leamington
Houses site

Horatia and
Leamington
Houses site plus
Gibson centre

Wider
regeneration
opportunities

Development of
the Horatia and
Leamington Houses
site only.

Development of
the Horatia and
Leamington Houses
site and the Gibson
centre site.
Including public
realm improvements
linking proposed
developments.

Development
of the Horatia
and Leamington
Houses site and the
Gibson centre site
as well as possible
wider Somerstown
regeneration.

Development Scenarios
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•
•
•

•

•

The ability to change the perception of the area by
creating a high-quality ‘place’.
Balancing lower than average sales values with
anticipated build costs.
Successful engagement and willingness of existing
residents to take part in a journey for change.
Access to public funding, for example the
Affordable Housing Grant and Housing
Infrastructure Funding.
Ability for PCC/Council delivery vehicle to take on
development risks – thereby reducing cost and
improving viability.
Sale or Rent – Current viability assume both
affordable and private tenures will be rented.
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Conclusions
There is an evident lack of new build supply within
Portsmouth, which is due to a range of factors
including high build costs and a lack of available
suitable sites. A development of this scale would
be the first to come forward in the last 20 years, so
this development provides the potential to positively
disrupt the market. It could help address some of the
local housing problems, such as the lack of entry level
housing for the younger population and a low supply
of two bedroom homes by offering a Build to Rent
product into the market.
The initial requirement was to appraise the viability
of delivering a development within Horatia and
Leamington Houses site. This has been established
to be viable, based on a positive NPV of the current
financial modelling. This is assuming that PCC will
deliver the affordable housing through its Housing
Revenue Account (HRA) and that the private homes
(PRS) could be delivered and managed through a
Council delivery vehicle.
This provides some confidence that at a minimum
there is the potential to deliver a certain amount of
new housing and regeneration of this area. However,
it is also evident that just focussing on Horatia and
Leamington Houses site alone, is likely to result in
overall lower benefits to PCC, the local residents and
the wider community.
There are many advantages of extending the
improvement to the wider area. These benefits include
the following:
•
•

•

•

•
•

The opportunity to provide more useful open green
space, more trees and better places for play.
The opportunity for a greater uplift in values
through more extensive ‘placemaking’ to create
an attractive and desirable neighbourhood.
The ability to reduce anti-social behaviour
and increase the sense of safety by activating
routes within the site and improving public
realm, amenity and possibly upgrading social
infrastructure (Gibson Centre).
The chance to provide existing residents with
new more efficient homes within the same
neighbourhood.
Removal of the over dominance of cars and
encourage more active travel.
Introduce other tenures throughout the whole site
and provide a greater mix of housing types.

work will be to optimise the building and landscape
design, energy and material efficiency so as to
optimise Capital and Operational/whole life costs.
A careful balance needs to be sought between
the costs and benefits and also the impact to the
local community, which is facilitated by a phased
approach which will facilitate an iterative approach
to engagement and give the master plan inherent
flexibility.

Next Steps
The suggested next steps are described in detail within
Section 4.0 and are intended to capitalise on the work
done to date and focus on broad engagement and
rigorous testing of options. We would recommend that
the following are key areas to focus on early next year:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Agree the level of engagement with the planners
via a PPA and agree a planning route.
Consider options for improving community space
at the Gibson centre site and wider public realm
improvements.
Start the resident’s engagement process based
on the above (2) and continue wider community/
stakeholder consultation to assess the appetite for
wider Somerstown regeneration.
Develop energy/carbon/sustainability strategies
based on a lean approach to building design
and capital expenditure combined to a lowmaintenance, durable and recyclable approach to
fabric, services and public realm.
Commence Sustainability Assessment & EIA /HIA
Scoping.
Commission surveys/studies with a focus on
enhancing ecology, and optimise building
performance for overheating, daylight, ventilation
and energy/carbon consumption.
Develop Delivery Strategy (including discussion
with PCC staff responsible for the HRA/Council
delivery vehicle).
Continue to monitor market costs and values and
test options against these via PCC’s financial and
political governance.

Additionally, an important consideration is the whole
life cost to PCC, long term benefits as well as sorter
term benefits, associated with new more efficient
homes. Indeed much of the focus of the next stage of
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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2

STRATEGIC
CASE

The case for change
The Council undertook a review of its high rise
residential buildings where cladding had been fitted.
This included Horatia House and Leamington House
where cladding was subsequently removed. However,
the structural survey undertaken on the blocks showed
that structure could be compromised in the event of
a gas explosion. Analysis of options failed to find a
feasible economic solution to addressing the structural
issues and the decision was taken to vacate the
blocks.
Detailed analysis on options to refurbish the blocks,
sell the blocks and demolish the blocks & sell the
land have been undertaken by PCC. The cost of
refurbishing the blocks is in the region of £81-£86M.
There is also little appetite amongst contractors to
take on a project with such high complexity and risk
which could result in compromised competition, high
costs and retention of risks.
Once modelled, assuming a re-provision of the same
tenure mix (socially rented), the net present value of
the refurbishment is between £16m to £20m losses
once modelled over a 30 year period. It has also been
confirmed that even with this work carried out, the
super structure only has a remaining useful life of 30
years and therefore this level of investment cannot be
justified from a financial point of view.
Selling the blocks has been investigated but it is
anticipated that there would be little interest in the
blocks given the remedial works required, it is unlikely
to be commercially viable as an investment asset. The
value of the land is likely to be worth in the region of
£2m, should the Council demolish the blocks and sell
the land sites to a third party. The Council estimate
the total demolition costs to be in the region of £5m
to £6m so if the Council sold the land it will be a
negative equivalent of £3m to £4m.
The current viability modelling explores the possibility
of intensifying the existing sites as well as seek to
make improvements to the existing neighbourhood
based on sound urban design principles and seek to
meet the aspirations of the Somerstown and North
Southsea Area Action Plan.

12
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2.1 STRATEGIC CONTEXT
City context
Portsmouth is located on the south coast of England
and is the UK’s only island city. It is the most densely
populated area in the UK outside of London.

It is important that these wider changes and their
impact to the city are reviewed throughout the design
process to ensure a coherent city strategy is delivered.

PCC have an ambitious housing target to meet; the
requirement for Portsmouth is 17,340 dwellings or 867
per annum. However, due to the compact nature of
the City there are limited suitable sites for large scale
residential development.

We have identified the following as key pieces of city
transformation that need to be considered:

PCC has a long and proud tradition in providing social
housing. PCC continues to hold a retained social
housing stock with approximately 14,900 tenants
properties and 2,000 leasehold properties within
Portsmouth and Havant. PCC’s social housing stock
represents 11.2%, see below.

Public
Sector
Private
Rented

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Portsmouth Plan (2012) - Portsmouth’s Core
Strategy
Somerstown and North Southsea Area Action Plan
(2012) - SPD
City of Portsmouth Masterplan (2005)
City Centre Masterplan (2013)
Emerging New City Centre Masterplan (tbc)
Seafront Masterplan (2020)
University of Portsmouth Estate Masterplan
Emerging Local Transport Plan (tbc)

The University of Portsmouth have a number of public
realm and building proposals which border the Horatia
and Leamington site. There are also key routes and
highways improvements that should be considered.

Owner
Occupied

10 Wiltshire Bldg/St Paul’s site - future
redevelopment potential

11
Tenure

% of Total Dwelling Stock

Owner Occupied

58.9%

Private Rented

22%

Total Private Sector

80.9%

City Council Rented

11.2%

Housing Association

7.9%

Total Public Sector

19.1%

Eldon Extension

12 New Academic Building
13 St Andrew’s Quarter Redevelopment
14 Hampshire Terrace pedestrianisation

Portsmouth Households by Tenure, PCC

Portsmouth City is an ambitious city, with an equally
ambitious council team who are determined to explore
the potential for this strategical important site to help
deliver the housing needed and the aspirations of the
Portsmouth Planning Policy Framework.
Portsmouth is a fast-growing waterfront city located
in the county of Hampshire. Its identity as a maritime
port is emphasised by sustainable economic growth
focusing on marine, advanced manufacturing and
innovation sectors.

Site

By adopting new Economic Development and
Regeneration Strategy (2019-2036) Portsmouth is
seeking to strengthen its unique assets and ensure
successful improvements within the city. These include
changes in the built environment as well as social
change, inclusion and quality of life.
There are a number of important existing and
emerging policies and masterplans that will help
shape and define Portsmouth in the future.

14

Masterplan Extract - University of Portsmouth Masterplan Report
(Sept 2016)
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City
Centre

Portsea

Civic
Centre
Gunwharf
Quays
Site

Somerstown

Old
Portsmouth

Southsea

Southsea
Common

Horatia and Leamington Houses site

Southsea
Castle

City Centre
masterplan area
Seafront masterplan
University of
Portsmouth
masterplan sites
Somerstown and
North Southsea Area
Action Plan
Policies & Masterplans

Strategic city context
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Historic context

2012 - Somerstown and North Southsea Area Action
Plan (AAP) launched to redevelop estates with series
of infill blocks and new amenities and connections,
including the new Somerstown Community Hub.
2017 - PCC begins work to remove cladding on Horatia
and Leamington House towers, structural survey
reveals ongoing faults with concrete system.
2018 - PCC rehouse all 800 residents of Horatia and
Leamington House towers.
2019 - Decision taken by PCC to bring down Horatia
House with Leamington House towers and redevelop
site rather than strengthen concrete system.

Redevelopment
of
neighbourhood
Maisonette
blocks built.

Historic maps: 1910 - Pre-War
16

Somerstown
Community Hub
opens a core part of
AAP – the complex
sits over roadway
- bridging divide
created by inner city
roadways

Council rehouse
all 800 residents
of Horatia and
Leamington
House towers

1970

1950

1965

Completion of
Horatia House
with Leamington
House.

2018

Devastated in
blitz.
Bombed again in
1941 and 1942
Slum areas
cleared.

1940

1900

Overcrowded and
poor.
Populations linked
to adjacent military,
naval dock and
railway industries.

of neighbourhood redevelopment – part of large innercity housing project.
1980s - Winston Churchill Avenue cut through edge of
neighbourhood as part of inner city roadway system
begun in late 1960s and involving further clearance of
old neighbourhood streets and districts.
Only piecemeal and infill developments have been
delivered since World War II creating a neighbourhood
that is very impermeable with disconnected routes.
Such growth established poorly overlooked streets
and underused public spaces throughout the
neighbourhood.

2013

Transformation of the Horatia and Leamington
Houses site and neighbourhood is captured in the brief
timeline of the historic events below:
1700s - Site part of low lying fields to immediate east
of large military garrison, barracks and training fields
on edge of historic Portsmouth.
1820 - Development starts on Somerstown
neighbourhood .
1847 - Portsmouth Town station opens to north of site
accelerating commercial growth in area.
1880s - Neighbourhood becomes increasingly
overcrowded and poor, local populations linked to
adjacent military, naval dock and railway industries –
booming at end of 19th century.
1890 - Completion of new Portsmouth Town Hall with
Victoria Park to north of site – created as civic focal
point of new city centre for Portsmouth urban area.
1940 - Somerstown with city centre area devastated in
first Portsmouth blitz, bombed again in 1941 and 1942
– slum areas cleared soon afterwards and populations
drift outwards.
1965 - Completion of Horatia House with Leamington
House by PCC using Bison Wall Frame System as part

Horatia and Leamington
House towers have a history
of structural, cladding and fire
safety issues

Historic maps: 1969 - Post-War
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Current Estate Plan with 1969 Overlay
Demonstrates loss of permeability/connections

Urban fabric and character
There is a rich and diverse history that surrounds the site. The site borders three
distinctive Conservation Areas:
• The Terraces - predominately Georgian terraces with double bays (brick &
stucco)
• Guildhall & Victoria Park - Civic buildings and grand military buildings
• Kings Street - Early 19th to 20th C. terraces
1-Charter House
Grade II Listed Building

Guildhall & Victoria
Park Conservation Area

2-Eldon Arms
Grade II Listed Building

1
The Terraces
Conservation Area

3-Landport Terraces
Grade II Listed Building

2

Kings Street
Conservation Area

3
4

5

4-Norfolk Street Terraces
Grade II Listed Buildings

Local Neighbourhood - Urban character plan
Georgian and earlier pre 1840s

Immediate Postwar 1945-1960

Recent Contemporary

Victorian/Edwardian 1840s-1910s

Modernist Postwar 1960-1979

Listed buildings

Interwar 1918-1945

Postmodern 1980-2010s

Conservation area

5-Gloucester View Terraces
Grade II Listed Buildings

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Local neighbourhood
Horatia and Leamington Houses site is located in
Somerstown, the area which grew rapidly as a working
class neighbourhood after the opening of the train
station to the north of the site and accelerating
commercial activities in the mid 19C.
The area was heavily bombed during the World War II
and empty sites were replaced by civic, academic and
residential buildings.
Somerstown and North Southsea area action plan
recognises the potential of regeneration opportunities
in the neighbourhood and seeks for sensitive and
comprehensive redevelopment of designated sites
such as Horatia and Leamington blocks.
Urban connections
Horatia and Leamington Houses site is very well
located within the city and is in close proximity to the
Portsmouth and Southsea train station to the north. It
has quick and easy access to local bus stops and cycle
routes, however the connections and routes could be
strengthened in order to encourage more active travel
and increase use of public transport.

Conservation areas designate special architectural
and historic characteristics in the neighbourhood. Site
borders King street conservation area to the south
which consists of mix of Victorian period terraces,
post-war flats and more recent groups of modern,
mainly terraced housing. It is also adjacent to the
Terraces conservation area to the north west side
which is still retaining the original character of latter
18C development outside of the old town walls.

Character
Somerstown architectural character is diverse and
vibrant. The historic development is dominated by
terraced streets set out in a grid pattern. Since the
war, piecemeal and infill development broke the urban
fabric with new development and poorly overlooked,
illegible connections. Parts of the neighbourhood
consist of post-war development of large blocks of
flats of utilitarian design varying from 3 to 24 storeys
in height.
Land use
Mixed use provision is concentrated to the north of the
site. Local commercial and retail units are noticeable
along Winston Churchill Avenue and Guildhall Walk.
There are a few smaller shops along St James Road
serving the surrounding residential and student
community.

Guildhall Walk activities are concentrated along
Guildhall Walk leading up to the civic square only a
few minutes away from Horatia and Leamington
Houses site.

Significant amount of university buildings are located
to the north and west side of the site. Together with
civic use buildings that create public destinations next
to the site.
Massing and heights
Concentration of taller buildings are noticeable to the
north side of the site and is mostly formed by civic and
academic buildings These are located within or on the
fringe of the zone identified as ‘Opportunity for tall
buildings’.
Low scale, 2-3 storey height residential clusters are
surrounding the site from the south and east sides
with the exception of occasional 4-5 storey apartment
buildings and the new development proposed on
Middle Street.
18

Community infrastructure improvements in the
local area address the importance of well-being. The
new community hub in Somerstown stretches across a
dual carriageway, connecting two communities either
side.
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1-Winston Churchill Avenue
University buildings

1
4-Somerstown Central
Community Hub
4
2

2-St Paul’s Road
The Terraces Conservation Area

5

3

Proposed development

3-Hampshire Terrace
The Terraces Conservation Area
Local Neighbourhood - Land use plan
Residential only

University/Education

Leisure

Student accommodation

Civic buildings

Retail/Commercial

Hotel

Community

Vacant buildings

6-Kings Street Conservation area
Eldon Street View south

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Planning and Regeneration Context
The Development Plan in force in the area comprises
The Portsmouth Plan (The Portsmouth Core Strategy)
(2012), Somerstown and North Southsea Area Action
Plan (2012) and saved policies from the Portsmouth
City Local Plan (2006).
In terms of are specific policy PCS6: Somerstown &
North Southsea confirms PCC’s aim to regenerate the
area and create a safer, better quality environment
with more housing and necessary facilities for the
residents.
The policy envisages that this regeneration will be
achieved by:
•

Creating clear routes through the area with better
overlooked streets and spaces;
• Redeveloping existing housing stock and providing
a minimum of 539 additional dwellings;
• Providing a community hub including health,
community & youth facilities;
• Creating new useable open spaces and play areas
and improving existing spaces;
• Retaining and consolidating employment uses in
the area; and
• Developing improved and safer cycle and
pedestrian routes through the area.
The Somerstown and North Southsea AAP gives
further spatial expression to policy PCS6 and is
intended to act as a catalyst for regeneration in terms
of delivery of better community facilities, greater
choice of housing, easier and safer movement and
good quality open spaces.
The AAP draws out the constraints of the area
and highlights a series of opportunities in terms of
the delivery of a new high quality, sustainable and
connected place.
Given the above there is a strong and positive area
specific Development Plan context to move the
regeneration of the area forward.
Other documents, which will be material in terms of
any future planning decision making include, at the
national level, the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) and

Extract from Somerstown and North Southsea AAP
20

at the local level, other supplementary planning
guidance including the Tall Buildings Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD), Housing Standards SPD,
Parking Standards and Transport Assessment SPD,
Planning Obligations SPD and Sustainable Design and
Construction SPD.
There are also a number of important existing and
emerging strategies and masterplans that have
been produced in order to shape the city’s future
transformation, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Portsmouth Masterplan (2005)
City Centre Masterplan (2013)
Emerging New City Masterplan (tbc)
Seafront Masterplan (2020)
University of Portsmouth Estate Masterplan
Emerging Local Transport Plan (tbc)

The policies and guidance contained within the
adopted Development Plan and other national and
local planning guidance, together with the and the
aims and objectives contained within the various
existing and emerging masterplans and strategies
have been reviewed and have helped to guide
the generation of the various alternative options
presented later in this document.
The team has also met informally with the
representatives from the PCC Planning Team on two
separate occasions.
The purposes of the sessions was to:
1.

Introduce the project team, the project and
project aims and aspirations.
2. Outline the implications of delivering new and
replacement mixed tenure residential units and
the other associated brief objectives on the
prevailing Development Plan policy.
3. Introduce the strategies the team envisage
pursuing in order to address and overcome any
potential policy conflict.
4. Explore taking the project forward beyond the
Business Case.

Somerstown and North Southsea AAP Regeneration Area Massing
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These initial consultations have confirmed that:

PCC Policy response

•

PCC Planning Team has provided an initial Planning
Policy Position response, in order to provide some early
feedback and help aid the councils decision making
process at the Outline Business Case stage.

The problems and opportunities being experienced
in the area are recognised and the principle of
the estate’s regeneration, the delivery of new and
replacement homes and the delivery of public
realm enhancements are supported by policy.
• The delivery of the numbers of the homes
envisaged by the Brief will give rise to a number of
potential policy issues in terms of:
Housing mix, size and provision of affordable
housing will not accord precisely with policy (Core
Strategy policy PCS19).
Housing Densities are likely to be in excess of the
policy targets (Core Strategy PCS21).
Energy & Sustainability requirements of policy are
out of date and the targets to be achieved by the
development will need to be agreed with officers
(PCC Housing Standards Review Note 2015).
The amounts of Public Open Space that can be
delivered will be below the policy targets and that
any option will need to look to develop strategies
for qualitative enhancements both on and off
site (Core Strategy PCS13).
The quantum of playspace that can be delivered
will be below the policy targets and any option
will need to look to develop new playspace
provision and enhancements to existing
playspace provision both on site and off site
(Core Strategy PCS15).
The levels of private amenity space provision that
can be delivered will be below policy targets and
hence the option development stage will need
to look to delivering new high quality private and
communal space, together with enhancements
to existing space ans possibly include roof
gardens within the amenity space provision (Core
Strategy PCS15).
Changes to car parking numbers, which will
need to be measured against policy and hence
strategies will need to be delivered that improve
accessibility and connectivity by both walking
and cycling and provide opportunities to improve
access to public transport and look at the
potential to introduce car sharing strategies/
initiatives (Portsmouth Parking Standards).
Tall buildings- the location of tall buildings sit just
outside the locations identified as being suitable
and hence will need to be justified as part of a
wider townscape study (Tall Buildings SPD).
The consultation process has made the planners
aware of a number of alternative strategies to deal
with the above policy conflicts.
These strategies and potential conflicts with policy will
be developed and worked through with the planning
team via a formal Planning Performance Agreement,
which will be entered into at the commencement of
the next stage in the process.

The Planning Policy Position highlights the key areas of
existing or emerging policy that the team will need to
focus on at the next stages, which are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Routes, legibility, permeability
Open spaces and play areas
Housing numbers, typology, quality, sustainability,
affordability
Community cohesion, and a safe environment
Cycling, walking, accessibility for all
Public transport
Road traffic, parking
Health
Biodiversity
Low carbon/low energy

Site

Horatia and Leamington Houses site

Civic Centre

Somerstown & North Southsea AAP

Local Centres

Conservation Area

Green Spaces

Opportunity area for tall buildings
Allocated employment areas

Local Neighbourhood - Main planning parameters overlay
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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2.2 VISION
Vision for Portsmouth
PCC shared aim is to, “Make Portsmouth a place
that is fairer for everyone: a city where the council
works together with thriving communities to put
people at the heart of everything we do.”
PCC has identified five Council Corporate Priorities
and how the Horatia and Leamington development
aligns and contributes to delivering them, these are
summarised below:
•

“Make Portsmouth a city that works together,
enabling communities to thrive and people to live
healthy, safe and independent lives.”
Contribution: Create a well-designed built
environment to encourage a community feel.

•

“Encourage regeneration built around our city’s
thriving culture, making Portsmouth a great place
to live, work and visit.”
Contribution: Regeneration Project.

•

“Make our city cleaner, safer and greener.”
Contribution: Safety and green spaces
considered in design, deconstruction of the
vacant blocks will make the city safer.

•

“Make Portsmouth a great place to live, learn and
play, so our children and young people are safe,
healthy and positive about their futures.”

Extract from ‘Imagine Portsmouth’
Portsmouth City Vision:

In 2040 we believe in
our community
We will be proud of our community spirit, how we
take care of each other and make sure we all feel we
belong

collaboration
We will all take responsibility for our city and we enjoy
working together for the common good

our equality
We will be a fair and equal city where everyone has
the opportunity to succeed. We welcome and support
each other without discrimination

respect
In 2040 we know every person has a valuable
contribution to make. We respect each other’s
differences, and make sure everyone feels included
and safe

our innovation
We are ambitious, welcome new ideas and embrace
changes that improve people’s lives

Contribution: Attractive well designed living
spaces with improvements to quality and
safety on the existing site.
•

“Make sure our council is a caring, competent and
collaborative organisation that puts people at the
heart of everything we do.”
Contribution: Design the regeneration scheme
with consideration to public consultations and
community desires.

Portsmouth city aerial image
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In 2040 we want to be

a healthy and happy city

a green city

We enhance wellbeing through the education, care
and support each person needs for their physical and
mental health. Residents lives in good homes where
they feel safe and can thrive.

We have excellent air quality, green spaces,
sustainable transport, use renewable energy and live
healthy and active lives. We protect and enhance our
land and maritime environment for the future.

a city rich in culture and creativity

a city with a thriving economy

We enjoy a vibrant cultural scene that makes the most
of our location, our heritage and our creative energy.
We are known as a great, welcoming waterfront and
city destination that brings people together.

We supercharge local businesses and entrepreneurs,
attract investment, builds strong partnerships to
develop an excellent skills base and offer brilliant
career opportunities for all.

a city with easy travel

a city of lifelong learning

We encourage and support more walking and cycling,
have excellent public transport connections and
we make it easy for people to travel for work and
pleasure.

Our young people are encouraged to develop high,
positive aspirations and our adults have lifelong
education opportunities that empower them and
enrich their lives.

Aerial image above Horatia and Leamington Houses site

Extract from Portsmouth City Vision document, available at
www.imagineportsmouth.co.uk
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Horatia and Leamington Vision
Project Principles

Project Objectives

The Project Brief and Objectives sets out PCC’s
long-term ambition for environmental, social and
economic sustainability, for the project and have
been incorporated into three Project Principles. These
will be used as a coherent framework to guide the
work and influence the design and decision process to
align the aims and ambition of the team, council and
stakeholders.

PCC sets out a Project Brief which clearly define the
Project Objectives, listed below:

Environmental Value:
Use ‘greener’ design-led thinking
and intelligent optioneering, to
maximise environmental benefit
and quality of life whilst minimising
environmental impact and
infrastructure costs.

Social Value:
Placemaking, amenity and uses
that provide assets that benefit
both place and people, developed
through grass-roots engagement
and building on this inclusive
foundation to enhance the existing
neighbourhood.

•

Develop proposals for the replacement of Horatia
and Leamington Houses with new homes
• Create viable and deliverable options
• Provide a minimum of 272 new Social Homes that
people can afford
• Provide positive local socio-economic impact and
legacy
• Create high-quality attractive homes and
landscaping, improving permeability and
connections
• Create better green spaces that are safer and
provide community benefit
• Minimise environmental impact and help improve
air quality
• Work with the local community to develop the
proposals
Any proposals should bring about long term physical,
economic and social sustainability, and create a high
quality, sustainable, mixed use urban neighbourhood
that is attractive to residents and integrates
successfully with the surrounding areas.
“To regenerate the Horatia and Leamington
Houses site making improvements to Somerstown
to create a high quality, sustainable, mixed
use urban neighbourhood that is attractive to
residents and integrates successfully with the
surrounding areas.”
To achieve long term physical, economical, and social
sustainability, the proposals address and seeks to:
•

Financial Value:
Intelligent, innovative and agile
project collaboration to capitalise
on the team’s experience and
knowledge to optimise cost/value,
viability and deliverability, through a
whole life cost approach and range
of procurement routes.

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Develop identity and character around the
existing community, its rich history and adjacent
amenities and conservation areas;
Promote investment in low energy low impact
buildings and landscape;
Promote modern methods of construction;
Integrate new homes whilst improving existing
frontage on streets and underused landscape, as
well as considering long term upgrades to adapt
the existing blocks to improve living quality;
Integrate sustainable ways of travel, contribute to
the changing perceptions and behaviours towards
car ownership and parking needs;
Provide public, semi-private and private amenity;
Create active, playable and inclusive public realm;
Retain good quality mature trees and contribute
to the wider green infrastructure improvements;
Integrate public consultation in the design
process.
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Integrated Neighbourhood

Green Neighbourhood

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Ambitious strategic connections
New public realm and community streets
Increasing footfall and perception of safety in the
public realm
Well connected and easily accessible
Familiar neighbourhood streets
Supporting active lifestyles

•
•

Enhancements to green networks connecting
them together and providing permeability for
pedestrians, cyclists
Pocket park
Healthy communities

Distinctive Neighbourhood
•
•
•

Enhance existing rich diversity, sense of place,
economy
Safe and attractive neighbourhoods
Coherent, attractive buildings, familiar in scale to
historic Portsmouth urban pattern

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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2.3 THE SITE TODAY

neighbourhood. The following highlights our main
observations to date:

The Existing Estate
The existing estate is popular and well liked by its
residents. The existing community are generally long
term residents that enjoy living in the neighbourhood.
However, the vacant tower site provides an
opportunity to catalyse redevelopment and provides
the possibility for wider estate improvements and
enhancements.
Our initial estate analysis has highlighted potential
opportunity areas for improvement. These will be
further explored with the residents to allow them
to tell us what they like and don’t like about their

•

Public realm could be improved by providing
better landscaped open spaces and improved
lighting.

•

Open spaces could be accessed by public, multiuse and provide more opportunities for play/art
and commercial/community spaces.

•

Frontages are dominated by parking/fencing
with buildings setback from edges - possibility for
stronger more active frontages.

•

Opportunities to improve safety, passive
surveillance and encourage people to navigate
through and into the site.

01 Looking east along Wiltshire Street

02 Looking south along Waltham Street

03 Looking south along St Vincent Street

04 Looking west along Melbourne Place

05 Looking south along Earlsdon Street

06 Stratford house

07 Looking north along Earlsdon Street

08 Looking north along St Paul’s Road

09 Meriden Street looking north
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03

Mature Sycamore tree to the north
east corner of the site

04
05
02

01

07

08

09

06

Horatia and Leamington Houses and Melbourne Place car parking structure
The Existing Estate and Trees Plan

Surrounding context
Horatia and Leamington Houses site is located on
the fringe of the civic centre and it benefits from the
close proximity to the mixed use activities. However,
the ease of movement is divided by Winston Churchill
Ave, which splits this connection. There are a number
of civic and academic buildings located along it, which
are taller are larger buildings.
There is a reasonably well established network of the
secondary streets in the area, however, the quality
gets constantly eroded by dominant car parking
provision. There is no dedicated cycle lanes with an
exception of Winston Churchill Ave.

Mature high quality trees lime trees
to the north west corner of the site

Early mature Sycamore trees to the
south of the Gibson centre, south
west of the site
Existing Trees

Most of north-south pedestrian movement occurs on
the parallel streets to the estate: St Paul’s Road and
Middle Street. Movement within the site is obstructed
by surface parking, garages and unclear routes that
are not well overlooked.
There is a good amount of open green spaces within
and next to the site, but they could be improved
by integrating them within the public realm and
providing better overlooking. Also, there are beautiful
mature trees within these green spaces of varying
species, quality and character.

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Existing Consultation
The residents and the local Somerstown community
are at the heart of the approach that PCC wants
to take in developing the Horatia and Leamington
Houses site. PCC has already undertaken a
comprehensive piece of consultation work, prior to the
Business Case starting, which has helped define key
themes and desired objectives for the redevelopment.
The key themes identified by the local community are:
•

Build appropriate homes

•

Make better use of green space (including space
for children)

•

No more student accommodation

•

Consider wider area improvements

•

Better parking options

•

No tower blocks*

•

Re-provide the social housing lost when the tower
blocks go

*The tower blocks were liked by many occupants, but
we take this comment to mean no deep plan ‘bulky’
towers.
The consultation has identified key stakeholders which
will allow the team to tailor an approach to reach
each stakeholder group.
In early 2021 further engagement initiatives will begin.
All communications and engagement will be PCC led
with support from the design team and input from a
newly formed Community Design Panel.
Some of the previous consultation results and
comments are shared below, the full interactive report
can be found on PCC website.

“I would like to see as much demolished
as possible and a full plan in place for
regeneration”.

“Green areas for young persons and others
to gather - to include facilities to engage
the youth communities”.

Cottage Grove Primary School, Headteacher

Hampshire Constabulary, Chief Inspector

“It’s important pedestrian and cycle routes
are given priority and the development is
not car centric”.

“This is an exciting opportunity to respond
to the needs of the expanded community
through expanded regeneration”.

University of Portsmouth, Director of Estates

Ark Ayrton Primary Academy, Headteacher

Former Tower Residents
The former residents of the
two towers key priorities for
improving the area are:
• Wider estate regeneration
• Improve quality of housing
• Lower rise housing
• More green spaces
• No towers and student
accommodation
Build Appropriate Home
Maximise Green Space Opportunities
Parking Options
Wider Area Improvements
Vulnerable Residents
No More Student Accommodation
Other
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Consultation & Engagement Strategy
Both the project and supporting design teams
recognise the importance of engaging with the local
community. The team have specialised in Council
housing and fully believe residents (and stakeholders)
to be an integral part of the design development
process. The design team have experience developing
practices and procedures that meaningfully involve
the local community and empower residents to take
ownership in the future plans for their area. Together
we will work closely team to continue the impressive
and rigorous community engagement undertaken so
far.

Stage 1

PCC is underway with establishing a ‘Community
Design Panel’ to work closely with the design teams
in developing the proposals. Along the journey we will
help build the group’s capacity for reading plans and
drawings, ensuring that they feel confident in their
ability to influence and input into the proposals.
We will reach out to the local community through
post and online methods, and where possible we will
organise face-to-face events. Our approach to the
engagement process is underpinned by a commitment
to transparency, accessibility and inclusivity.

During Stage 1 we will endeavour to establish a vision
for the site and area, along with community priorities.
The priorities and vision allow the team to respond to
resident and stakeholder ideas and preferences, and
provides a system for prioritisation where compromises
may need to be made. Topics to cover include for
example:
•

Vision for the site and area

•

Community priorities

•

Street and open space design ambitions

•

Massing options

Stage 2
During Stage 2 we will take the feedback we have
received from residents and stakeholders and develop
emerging design proposals. We will present options
and explain the pros and potential cons and what
the differences in the options mean for residents with
the ambition to come to a preferred option that the
community feel confident in and proud of. Topics to
cover include:

Stage 0

•

Homes - sizes and layouts

Works completed to date include:

•

Sociable lobbies and corridors

•

A comprehensive community engagement piece
was completed

•

Defensible space & private outdoor space

•

A website has been created

•

Design and look of buildings

•

PCC is forming a Community Design Panel

•

Streets and open space design

•

Press release

Key Stakeholder Meeting (as required)
Workshop
STAGE 2 SIGN OFF

STAGE 1 SIGN OFF

RESIDENTLED
WALK

Resident Design Panel Meeting (RDP)

Outdoor workshop
Community co-design
with residents to
workshop, St. Raphael’s
further explore design
Estate
and aspirations
(COVID-allowing).

Understanding the
lived experience of
residents and how we
can use the project to
improve this.

OUTDOOR
COMMUNITY
WORKSHOP

Public Exhibition
Remote Engagement (post+website)
Webinar/ Virtual Meeting

TRA meeting, Branch
Place, Colville Estate
RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

RDP
MEETING

FURTHER ENGAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES DEPENDING
ON STAGE 3 PL ANNING
STR ATEGY

MAY
2021

JAN
2021

‘VISION’

Fact-finding &
understanding community
priorities and vision for the
future of the area.
VISION & EXPLORING
OPTIONS

‘OPTIONS’

Presenting options and
gaining feedback to help
the development of a
preferred option.

RDP
MEETING

OCT
2021

PUBLIC
EXHIBITION:
preferred
option

DEVELOPING DESIGN
PROPOSAL

PUBLIC
EXHIBITION:
emerging
proposals

Public exhibition,
Kings Crescent Estate Phases 3&4

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Constraints
The main site constraints are illustrated below.

Wa
lk
Gu
ild
ha
ll

Changing boundary
sites/context
- University of
Portsmouth Estates
masterplan. Plans yet
to be developed in
detail

Controlled crossing
of the Primary
Street
Larger building
blocks

Winston Churc

hill Avenue

Waltham Street

Undercroft level below
ground, carpark slab
above level of street
creating a inactive/
harsh edge

Substations within
the site may need
to be relocated to
suit development
proposals and
new substations
provided to meet
demand

Middle Street

Main site
entrance lacks
clear definition

Waltham Street southbound only

Wide dual
carriageway and
large pavements
divide connection
to the north

Wiltshir
e Stree

t

Adjacent potential
construction site

Lack of clearly
defined edges
Public realm
dominated by
tarmac car
parking
Road

t

Risk of unexploded ordnance

Kings S
treet

Asbestos presence likely

Surface car parking area
Garages and parking structures
Existing sub-stations
Estate fencing
Existing trees
Enclosed semi-private amenity space
Residential entrances
Horatia and Leamington towers to be demolished
Portsmouth University Estate masterplan sites
Poor edge/boundary condition
Constraints Plan
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Eldon St

reet

St Paul’s

Existing
Community use

Sackville Stree

Limited access &
permeability - edges defined
by fencing: due to the
organisation of the estate
buildings, open spaces are
enclosed and stops local
movement through the site.

Horatia and Leamington Houses
Poor edge/boundary condition
Surface Car Parking

Inactive harsh edge of
Melbourne Place Car Park:
purpose built car parking
structure is located along
the northern edge of the
Horatia and Leamington
Houses site and obstructs
links and views to the estate.

Existing connectivity and approach

The towers will be taken
down providing a great
opportunity to transform
this important site.

Horatia House

Horatia and Leamington Houses
Public and Semi-private Open Spaces
Existing Trees

Leamington House

The routes through the
estate could be improved
to be more welcoming,
better signposted and better
connected to the wider city.

Streets and paths on the
estate are not very well
overlooked and could benefit
from better lighting.

Existing provision of public and semi-private open spaces
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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2.4 FUTURE POTENTIAL
Opportunities
The main site opportunities are illustrated below.

Gu
ild
ha
ll

Wa
lk

New Academic Building and
Wiltshire Bldg/St Paul’s site;
Eldon extension; St Andrew’s
Quarter Redevelopment
and new academic building
proposed - coordination with
University of Portsmouth
Estate Masterplan

Enhanced routes
towards the Civic
centre and the train
station to the north

Potential
Hampshire Terrace
pedestrianisationcoordination with
Emerging Local
Transport Plan
Winston Churc

Opportunity to
create development
gateway, well
enclosed by new
buildings

hill Avenue

Mature trees retained
and integrated within
the design proposals

Wiltshire

Strong link to the east
towards Somerstown
community hub and
other local activities

Middle Street

Waltham Street

Waltham
Street - oneway restriction
‘except cycles’

Street

Middle Street mixed
use development
proposal

Enhanced routes to the
city parks, like Ravelin
being only a few
minutes away from the
site to the west

Public realm improved
across the existing
estate to improve
permeability and
experience

Sackville Stree
Road

t

St Paul’s

Opportunity to
reflect and address
changes transforming
Portsmouth University
Estate sites

Influence future
improvements in
the area

Kings S
treet

Enhanced connections
Public node
Main green public space
Proposed development frontage
Existing trees
Proposed courtyards
Public realm improvements
Portsmouth University Estate masterplan sites
Proposed adjacent public realm improvements
Opportunities Plan
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Eldon St

reet

Connected with the
wider neighbourhood,
enhanced links

Commu
na
lS

pa
or
sf
ce

ting and Pla
M ee
y

Gr
ee

n
u
Ro

fo
tes

r Walking & Cy
clin
g

Horatia and Leamington Houses site
development area
Residential courtyards
Residential frontage
Northern approach square
Potential public space improvements
Opportunity for landmarks or accent
buildings

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Placemaking Objectives
An integrated neighbourhood: Horatia and
Leamington site has the potential to create a new
development which links existing communities.
Wider connectivity is key to the project’s success and
proposals should:
• Connect physically, visually and socially to its
surrounding context;
• Enhance existing links and create new ones to
increase permeability of the area;
• Ensure high quality public realm that ease the
potential movement network.

1-Waltham
Street
1

Integrated neighbourhood
precedent: Colville Estate
Masterplan, London, KCA
Architects

An active safe neighbourhood: a place that provides
a sense of safety, pride and community. To ensure
that spaces are well overlooked proposals should:
• Create a strong urban frontage along the site
edges and between the new development blocks;
•

Design ground floor entrances;

•

Introduce community and other type of activities
to increase the interest and footfall on site.

2-St Paul’s
Road

2

Active and safe
neighbourhood precedent:
Kings Crescent Masterplan,
London, KCA Architects
34
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Healthy green streets: new neighbourhood should
encourage active lives, play and improved quality of
life. Proposed development should be structured to
achieve:
• Well enclosed public spaces and streets while
creating a new urban frontage and front doors;
• Accommodate play-on-the-way opportunities
• Ensure outdoor activities

3-Earlsdon
Street

3

Healthy green streets
precedent: South Gardens,
Elephant Park, London,
Churchman Landscape
Associates

A sense of character and identity: to ensure
legibility and a distinctive high-quality townscape.
Prominent site location links existing mixed use civic
centre with lower scale residential neighbourhood to
its south. The proposal should use the opportunities to:
• Celebrate northern node of arrival by creating a
welcoming public realm at the intersecting streets;
•

Introduce well articulated development massing
which has landmark buildings

4-Wiltshire
Street

4

Character and identity
precedent: Colville Estate
Masterplan, London, KCA
Architects
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Placemaking Objectives
The new development aims to:
• Deliver an improved estate for people to grow,
thrive, feel secure and relaxed and share a sense
of community with their neighbours.
•

•

Establish appropriate density and massing,
ensuring viability whilst retaining quality, daylight
and views.
Creating a distinctive townscape, sense of identity
and common points of reference throughout the
neighbourhood, ensuring legibility by including
diverse densities and typologies of new housing
within legible urban blocks.

•

Using corners to create a series of pivot points
as landmark features helping to frame view and
becoming key reference points through the estate.

•

Create new safe pedestrian friendly routes through
the estate, reinstating a finer grain and improving
permeability and connections both North-South
and East-West.

•

Minimise cars and maximise walking/cycling
opportunities, encouraging more active forms of
travel.

•

Retain as many existing mature trees and
integrate into the landscape/public realm design.

•

Introduce residential front doors and communal
lobbies to activate the public realm, contributing
to sense of security.

•

A mix of unit types and uses to meet local needs,
providing a characterful neighbourhood whilst
ensuring a coherent and legible townscape.

•

Creating a liveable neighbourhood where residents
take pride in refurbished and new homes.

17 storeys datum

Residential
frontage
enclosing the
street

Opportunities for
taller buildings to the
north of the site

Public realm
improvements across the
whole estate

Well articulated
massing ensuring
great daylight

New development
responding to denser
context to the east

7 storeys datum

St Pauls
Road

Section A-A

Gibson
Community
Centre

New Courtyard Block Horatia and Leamington
Houses site

Existing
Context

Improved
landscape
across the
estate

Meriden
Road

Longbridge Buildingsouthern facade

Indicative massing of a
new development on Site 1

Stratford Earsldon
House
Street

Taller massing addresses
great sea views

17 storeys datum
Opportunity to
increase massing
in the north up to
17 storeys
10 storeys datum

Sackville
Road

Improved Oldbury and
Halesowen courtyard

Section B-B
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Generous new
open space

New Development
Block - Horatia and
Leamington Houses
site

Melbourne
Place

Street Frontage

Urban Block

Landmark Buildings

Sports
Grounds

Civic Centre

B

A

A
Acc
en
tb
ui

B

s
ng
ldi

Well
ar

tic
ul

ial fronta
ident
ge
res
d
e
t
a

Key
Horatia and Leamington Houses site
indicative development massing
Proposed public realm
improvements
Towards south coast
esplanade
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Public realm and landscape strategy
The proposed multifunctional landscape delivers
across a triple bottom line of social, environmental
and financial value.
• Social value - through shared space and shared
positive activity
• Environmental value - through distinctive
ecologies as the basis of places
• Financial value - by maximising the benefits
across diverse agendas such as loneliness, water
quality and mental health to create an asset when
benefits are viewed holistically
Themes through which we can realise value across the
triple bottom line:
•
Art and play as a medium to engage with: nature,
healthy eating and encourage activity for all ages.
• An active and playful landscape for all.

•
•

Reduce surface car parking.
Increase variety of more meaningful and useful
multi-use open spaces - encouraging better use.
• Create a network of connected useful active green
spaces, providing a variety of open space, play
space and community growing space.
• Create pedestrian friendly streets ‘healthy streets’.
• Increase semi-private and private open space.
• Intensify and improve links to wider open spaces.
• Retain as many existing mature trees and
integrate into the landscape/public realm design.
Three spatial typologies have been identified as part
of the public realm and landscape strategy these are
the use of Play Streets, Courtyards and Public Open
Spaces.

Play Street

Courtyards

Open Space
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Movement and Parking Strategy
The Teams work has focused on opening discussions
with PCC’s Transport Team and investigating the
existing movement and car parking provision across
the site.
The discussions have focussed on:
•

Understanding Transport and Parking
considerations to achieve the project aspirations
of a low car, pedestrian friendly development.

•

A review of the current parking demand and
possible future capacity within the local CPZ and
residents parking.

Existing Site Movement/Circulation
The Horatia and Leamington site is located just south
of the major road Winston Churchill Avenue (A2030),
a dual carriage way which runs east west through the
city, splitting the Civic Centre and Somerstown area.
It has a few controlled crossing points close to the site
which help to direct pedestrian movement towards
Guildhall Walk, University clusters, train station and
other city activities to the north. There are a few bus
stops and dedicated cycle lane along this road.
To the west of the site there is a busy north south link
running through Somerstown (A3 Hampshire Terrace/
Landport Terrace). Being only a few minutes away
from the site, it provides good public transport links
to the wider city. There are city plans to mitigate the
current traffic to the northern part of the A3 and to
pedestrianise a section of this route to the enhance
civic public realm.

Existing Parking
The site falls within the LA North Southsea Residents
Parking Zone. There are total of 268 car parking spaces
provided on the estate site and adjacent streets, see
diagram below. The majority of them are provided for
residents in the form of surface car parking and onstreet parking, with the exception of a few garages.
These are all spaces which require residents permits/
parking licenses.
Melbourne Place car park which is a semi-basement
structure, is currently leased to the University of
Portsmouth.
Initial analysis and information on the number of
spaces within the wider parking zone and the number
of permits issued, indicate that there is some spare
capacity in the on-street CPZ, but this may change
once permits are renewed in the new year.
The existing on-site areas are all leased out. However,
we understand that these are not all leased out to
residents of the existing neighbourhood and the
licenses will expire at the end of 2020.
The parking ratio for the towers within the on-site
parking is 0.54 spaces per unit. This is lower than
current PCC parking standards.

Horatia and Leamington Houses site is bordered
by secondary low speed residential streets. Narrow
streets accommodate two-way traffic as well as onstreet car parking which often gets crowded. Surface
car parking currently dominates the public realm
within the estate as well as its adjacent context.
Due to the organisation of the estate blocks, there
are very few through routes, with most routes
being terminated at areas of surface car parking.
Disconnected links create impermeable and a poorly
overlooked environment. Also, it minimises pedestrian
movement through the estate and creates a negative
perception on community safety.

Existing car parking next to Horatia House

Pedestrians currently have to find their way through
the estate using paths that often run along the
back or sides of the blocks and are generally not well
overlooked or well lit.

Existing car parking next to Leamington House
40
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Public Realm
The immediate public realm is underused and currently
lacks attractive and safe walking routes to adjacent
destinations, such as the Civic centre or Ravelin
park. Improvements to Winston Churchill Avenue and
surrounding public realm are proposed within the
University of Portsmouth Estate Masterplan.
Cycling
Existing network of residential streets around the site
do not have dedicated cycle lanes. Currently cyclists
share streets with vehicles. A key city cycle route runs
along the western edge of the site (St Paul’s Rd)
connecting the Guildhall down to the Seafront.
Cycle network
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Proposed Strategies
Street Design and Public Realm
The team have developed proposals in order to test
and demonstrate how streets, places and spaces
within the development will need to be allocated for
a multitude of uses, whilst giving greatest flexibility
over time. It is also apparent that PCC and local
stakeholders are fully committed to improving the
public realm to be more accessible, lively and to
accommodate and encourage more people walking,
cycling and using public transport. This change
requires a shift away from the dominance of cars
within the development, re-designing spaces and
streets to put people first.
The current Portsmouth city plans examines
pedestrianisation potential of Guildhall Walk and
part of Hampshire Terrace which is in close proximity
to Horatia and Leamington Houses site to the north
west. This offers the opportunity to improve links to
the north and connect the site to the City and Civic
centre. The north west corner becomes a key nodal
point of the masterplan and a key connector to
existing routes and links.

segregation of highway and footway if vehicles
are present. However, this can be a low height
kerb. This approach has been suggested given the
withdrawal of the national guidance on shared
space and the liability issue that will face local
authorities if there are accidents.
•

The design approach should therefore be, that if
we want areas of living streets or green streets
that these are pedestrian, cycle an emergency
(controlled) access only. Any street that provides
vehicular access would need a segregated
roadway and footway. A street hierarchy could
be development of this basis to be discussed and
agreed with PCC Transport.

•

Recent discussions with PCC have indicated that
parking provision needs to be considered in the
round and that further analysis is required. We
note from recent team presentations that the
cost of providing parking and the net value of the
spaces for future residents needs to be considered.

•

The question of car parking provision for new
residents as part of the re-development still needs
to be considered further. Given the proposed
change in issuing of onsite licences in December
2020 and the potential impact on the availability
of spare spaces in the surrounding CPZ, we
would suggest that the initial parking capacity
exercise undertaken in the second Technical Note
is reviewed in the new year, to see what impact
there has been on the local CPZ permits.

•

Continued consideration of the hierarchy of the
proposed new streets which are residential and
lightly-trafficked. Design of the streets should
contribute to the quality of the built environment
and meet needs of pedestrians and cyclists too.

•

Recognition of the social interaction in the
streets. The proposed streets should be safe,
have distinctive character and promote inclusive
environment that meets the needs of people of all
ages and abilities.

The current strategy is to:
•

Create a low car, people and cycle priority
development.

•

Connect into and enhance existing cycle and
pedestrian routes to better link the site to St Paul’s
Rd, St Jame’s Rd, Middle St, Winston Churchill Av.
and Hampshire Terrace.

•

Reduce on-site parking and move vehicle
movement to perimeter of development.

•

Create active, overlooked, green and playful
streets within the estate, as connecting routes.

•

Encourage better permeability and stronger east
west link through the estate, creating better
connections from Middle St/St Jame’s Rd across to
the Terraces and the University.

•

Incorporate public realm improvements and
enhancements to support these routes and to
facilitate more active movement through the site
and improve legibility through the estate.

Through RIBA stages 1 and 2 we will work closely with
council officers to develop street design proposals that
balance the needs of vehicles to access parts of the
development for servicing with a clear legibility that
pedestrians, bicycles and other vulnerable road users
have priority.
Next steps identified for Stage 1 are as follows:
•

Continued liaison with PCC Transport and
Planning Teams.

•

The conversions on design of the streets has
confirmed that PCC will require some vertical
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Planned local area improvements

1

A new interchange facility
at Portsmouth & Southsea
Station to be delivered as
part of the Station Square
development;

2

Full pedestrianisation of
Guildhall Walk / King Henry
I Street

3

Pedestrianisation of
Hampshire Terrace / Lord
Montgomery Way between
Waltham Street and
Wiltshire Street

4

St Michael’s Road - to be
made two-way traffic with a
new junction and improved
pedestrian crossings

5

King Richard Road - to be
made two-way traffic with a
new junction and improved
pedestrian crossings

6

Access from St Pauls Road
to be closed

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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2.5 SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability Strategy
Sustainability is a critical component of all
developments in the current climate and the push
towards net zero carbon. To be truly sustainable
developments must consider the three pillars of
sustainability, striking a balance between social,
economic and environmental factors.
Carbon is of course a key consideration here and this
scheme will review its carbon impact in detail with
operational carbon reduced as much as possible via
the energy hierarchy (see Energy section) and the
embodied carbon of the main building components
reviewed in detail (see Embodied Carbon section).
It is however important that the wider aspects of
sustainability are taken into account, particularly
with the current focus within society on health
and wellbeing. There are a range of Sustainability
Assessment methodologies that have been developed
to provide a toolkit for integrating the myriad of
sustainability factors into development schemes,
including carbon. As part of our Stage 0 activity we
reviewed the applicability of relevant methodologies to
establish those that would add the most benefit to the
proposals. Our findings are summarised in this section.
BREEAM Communities is a
detailed methodology that
is available for assessing the
sustainability of proposals at
masterplan stage. It requires
early engagement but it would
encourage early big picture
reviews that would then feed
into the later individual buildings.
It will be particularly useful if
formal certification of buildings
is sought. A Communities
assessment would require a number of high level
studies to be undertaken to inform the evolving
scheme.
Home Quality Mark (HQM) is the BRE’s replacement
to the now withdrawn Code for Sustainable Homes
standard. This methodology is used to review
the performance of new build residential units,
with a focus on providing future residents with
detailed information about their home and it’s
sustainability features. An HQM assessment covers
11 different categories in total as summarised in the
diagram below, including a range a sustainability
considerations that correlate with PCC objectives
such as transportation linkages, ongoing maintenance
and running costs. This is a relatively new standard
however the design team are experienced and skilled
to deliver this successfully. It would provide a detailed
framework for ensuring all aspects of sustainability are
considered and communicated to residents.
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Home Quality Mark Methodology - 11 categories

Passivhaus provides a set of principles that can be
followed in order to reduce the energy consumption
of a property. These principle can be technically
and financially challenging to meet and require a
strong emphasis on build quality and air tightness.
One of the limitations of this methodology is that it
focuses on energy rather than broader sustainability
considerations however adopting the Passivhaus
principles would support the energy targets that
are identified in other assessment schemes. The
Passivhaus principles can be adopted without having
to adopt the accreditation process.
Other assessment methodologies that were
considered but discounted are as follows;
•

BREEAM Refurbishment – Only applicable to
refurbished units so not relevant for the current
proposals

•

WELL Standard – focuses exclusively on health
and well being of buildings and does not currently
deal with individual homes, this methodology is
more often adopted for office or higher education
buildings

•

CEEQUAL – this scheme focuses on infrastructure
schemes, therefore where occupied buildings
are proposed other methodologies are more
appropriate.

The final option that is available for the regeneration
scheme would be to develop a bespoke solution,
incorporating elements from the above standards
that PCC value and want to promote. This tailored
approach would allow much more flexibility however
it would not result in any formal certification
and furthermore would not allow the scheme to
benchmarked against others in the UK.
During the next stage of this project it is
essential that an early decision is agreeing the
methodology that is to be used such that the
project team, client team and stakeholders can
positively impact the overall sustainable goals
of the development for the betterment of the
residents, wider community and the city.
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Energy Strategy
For operational carbon a sequential approach has
been adopted as outlined in the Energy Hierarchy
below. This starts by reducing energy demand through
passive design and energy efficiency measures,
implementing clean sources of energy production
where appropriate and then the application of Low
and Zero Carbon technologies.

As the scheme design evolves the project team will
aim to achieve the proposed increased challenging
fabric performance requirements of Building
Regulations, making improvements over these where
practical within the context of the scheme.
The specification of the mechanical and electrical
services that are proposed for the new buildings will
be carefully considered to ensure that high efficiencies
are selected and the strategies are designed to work
alongside each other rather than in isolation to
minimise energy consumption.
The use of Low or Zero Carbon Technologies (LZC)
will be included where appropriate, LZCs are
technologies that emit low or no carbon emissions so
their application can improve the energy efficiency
of the design proposals and aid in reducing the net
operational carbon emissions over the occupied
lifetime of the building.

The Energy Hierarchy

The following technologies will be are considered;

During the next stage a detailed passive design
analysis will be undertaken that will review site
specific details such as the local microclimate,
likely occupancy patterns, climate change risks
and orientation of buildings alongside the proposed
building fabric performance and daylight and
ventilation strategy in order to reduce energy
consumption as much as possible.

-

Solar photovoltaics (PV)*

-

Solar thermal

-

Wind turbines

-

Fuel cells

-

Air to air / water heat pumps

-

Ground to air / water heat pumps

For the fabric of the building the table below
summarises the current and proposed requirements
for Building Regulations and compares them to the
standards that are required to achieve the Passivhaus
standard.

-

Water to air / water heat pumps

-

Battery storage

-

Hydrogen Boilers

* The existing buildings already have PVs installed on
the majority of roofs, PCC would want to incorporate
the use of them and look to add additional PVs to new
blocks, where possible.
Some of the above technologies will be ruled out
based on the properties of the proposed building,
including considerations such as the site location,
space availability and building loads.
During the next stage of this project it is essential
that an early decision is agreed concerning the
energy strategy of the development as this will
shape the architecture and urban landscape plus
could have implications for cost planning. It will
also be important to consider the viability of a
local heat network in relation to the current and
future phases of the regeneration.

* Notional building specification
**Proposed notional building specification - range shown covers
Part L 2020 Option 1 and Option 2
***Passivhaus Standard - range shown is from Passivhaus
‘recommended’ to be ‘best practice’ levels
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Low Energy Use

Low carbon energy supply

1. Total Energy Use Intensity (EUI) - Energy use measured at the
meter should be equal to or less than:

5. Heating and hot water should not be generated using
fossil fuels.

•

6. The average annual carbon content of the heat supplied
(gCO2/kWh) should be reported.

35 kWh/m2/yr (GIA) for residential

For non-domestic buildings a minimum DEC B (40) rating
should be achieved and/or an EUI equal or less than:
•

65 kWh/m2/yr (GIA) for schools1

•

70 kWh/m2/yr (NLA) or 55 kWh/m2/yr (GIA)for
commercial offices

7. On-site renewable electricity should be maximised.
8. Energy demand response and storage measures should be
incorporated and the building annual peak energy demand
should be reported

2. Building fabric is very important therefore space heating
demand should be less than 15 kWh/m2/yr for all building
types.

Measurement and verification

Reducing construction impacts

Zero carbon balance

3. Annual energy use and renewable
energy generation on-site must be
reported and independently verified in-use
each year for the first 5 years. This can be
done on an aggregated and anonymised
basis for residential buildings.

4. Embodied carbon should be assessed,
reduced and verified post-construction.

9. A carbon balance calculation (on an
annual basis) should be undertaken and it
should be demonstrated that the building
achieves a net zero carbon balance.
10. Any energy use not met by onsite renewables should be met by an
investment into additional renewable
energy capacity off-site OR a minimum
15 year renewable energy power purchase
agreement (PPA). Note: A green tariff
does not provide ‘additional’ renewables.
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Urban Greening Factor

Tree Canopy Cover (TCC)

Like many urban areas in the UK, Portsmouth’s
population has been steadily growing. This, combined
with an increased density of development such as the
proposals for the Horatia and Leamington Houses site,
is likely to increase pressure on the local greenspace
and natural environment. Denser development,
unless sympathetically designed, can also exacerbate
problems such as the urban heat island effect and
storm-water flooding.

Urban trees are being increasingly recognised for
the many benefits they provide, such removing
carbon dioxide and pollutants from the air, providing
habitats for wildlife, and making our urban areas
more attractive, enjoyable and healthy places to be.
Furthermore, research suggests that even moderate
increases in canopy cover within cities can aid
adaptation to the adverse effects projected under a
changing climate.

There is growing awareness of, and an associated
body of evidence for, the multiple benefits of ‘green’
infrastructure, including measurable net positive
impacts on physical health and mental wellbeing. It is
also recognised that ‘green’ infrastructure will play a
critical role in increasing the capacity or urban areas
to adapt to climate change.

The tree planting around the Horatia and Leamington
Houses site are hugely successful, providing great
benefit to the public realm as well as sustainable
benefits such as those listed above.

‘Green’ infrastructure and high quality landscaped
open spaces are critical in delivering a sustainable
masterplan, however it is important to consider that
‘green’ space and green infrastructure provide varying
levels of benefit.
The ‘Urban Greening Factor’ is an adaptation of
a planning policy tool called the ‘Green Space
Factor’(GSF) that originated in Berlin and has been
adopted and adapted in a number of other cities
in Europe and North America to encourage urban
greening.
GSF schemes work by assigning a factor of between
0 and 1 for various surface cover types, with sealed
surfaces given 0 and the most natural cover, 1. To
calculate a GSF for a site, the factor for a particular
surface cover is multiplied by its area. This is repeated
for each surface cover type. The multiplied sums are
added together and then divided by the overall site
area to give an overall GSF score for a site of between
0 and 1.
By setting an ambitious target, such as a GSF/UGF of
0.4, designers are required to propose hard working
green spaces and generous tree coverage ensuring
that open spaces not only provide resident amenity,
but also provide biodiverse habitat and sustainable
drainage. Furthermore the methodology encourages
the use of green roofs and green walls as a way of
meeting the target.

Future proposals should seek to retain as many
existing trees as possible, while any increase in
residential density should also be met with an increase
in tree cover where possible.
Like Urban Greening, measuring tree canopy cover
is a strong indicator of how sustainable a proposed
scheme is, and by setting targets for a minimum
percentage in line with other benchmarked figures,
the sustainable benefits of urban trees can be
maximised.
Given the wide ranging benefits of urban trees it is
unsurprising that some authorities have set targets for
total canopy cover. For example, Greater London has
a target to increase TCC to 25% by 2025 (GLA, 2011);
the city of Bristol aims to increase TCC to 30% (target
date not specified; Tree Bristol 2012); Wrexham, Wales
aims to raise TCC to 20% by 2025, (WCBC, 2016)
and PCC has proposed a 20% TCC target by 2034
(Rogers and Handley, 2017). Targets are however still
rare and while PCC does not currently set a area wide
TCC target, it would be pertinent to take this into
consideration for Horatia and Leamington Houses site
as well as any other sites of future development.
Existing tree canopy cover across the site is
approximately 12.4% and based on the above targets,
20-25% would appear to be an ambitious but
achievable target to set.
During the next stage of this project a more
detailed review will be required to consider the
appropriate TCC for the individual sites and wider
masterplan, if to be adopted by PCC.

A broad desktop analysis suggests that the Horatia
and Leamington Houses site currently exhibits a UGF
of 0.13. Based on previous professional experience
Karakusevic Carson Architects suggest that the
Horatia and Leamington Houses site should seek to
achieve a UGF target of between 0.3 and 0.4.
During the next stage of this project a more
detailed review will be required to consider the
appropriate UGF for the individual sites and wider
masterplan, if to be adopted by PCC.
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2.6 ENGINEERING

vicinity so supplies will need to remain live through the
course of development.

Ground and infrastructure

Therefore both substations will likely need to be
relocated twice through the course of the works;
firstly to a temporary location to clear Horatia and
Leamington Houses site for development, and then
again to a permanent location that fits with the urban
design of the scheme. By understanding construction
sequencing we will seek to minimise temporary and
abortive works, as ultimately, the substations will be
housed within the scheme’s new buildings in order
to minimise their imposition on the public realm and
landscape.

The online data available for the site has been
reviewed and summarised below however this is
referenced in more detail within the individual reports
and the Ridge stage 0+ report.
British Geological Survey (BGS) online geology
maps indicate that the site is located on superficial
sedimentary sands and gravels, overlying the
Wittering Sand Formation which is a sedimentary rock.
Nearby borehole logs indicate that made ground
overlies superficial sands and gravels which are
typically between 3m and 5m in thickness and are
described as a “very dense becoming medium dense
white sandy fine to coarse gravel”. The gravel directly
overlies the Wittering Formation which is described as
a stiff to very stiff laminated green sandy silty clay.
The site has had a significant amount of historical
development on it and was heavily bombed during
World War II. The below aerial photograph taken post
Second World War shows the site to have received
extensive bomb damage during the war. A UXO heat
map was not available from the searches the UXO
report does show the site to be high risk of unexploded
ordnance and therefore works within the ground
must reflect this in their method statements and risk
assessments through probing locations etc.

Estate area after the World War II bombing

A detailed soil investigation has not yet been carried
out and we would envisage this to be done at Stage 2.

Through RIBA stages 1 and 2, the design team will
continue to liaise with Scottish & Southern Electricity
Networks (SSEN) to ensure mutual comfort with the
scheme’s emerging proposals and to understand if
any additional electricity capacity will be required to
supply the development proposals. This continued
engagement through early design stages helps SSEN
to prepare for eventual delivery and so helps to control
cost and programme risk that is typically inherent at
interfaces with utility networks.
Several other minor utility diversions will need
to be made through the course of the scheme’s
development in order to free up space for the public
realm and landscape improvements so critically
needed. However, the emerging proposals are being
developed so that infrastructure interventions can be
made ‘surgically’ rather than ‘wholesale’, minimising
the amount of cost that needs to be committed to
work below ground. The proposals therefore strike a
balance that works with the existing utilities corridors
while not being beholden to the urban grain along
which they align.
Potable water serving the area is provided by
Portsmouth water. Southern Water service the area for
foul and surface water drainage. From the mapping
available we understand that the surface water
network local to the site discharges to the combined
foul and surface water network except for one location
adjacent to the A3 and Landport terrace.
Gas is currently provided to the site by Southern Gas
Networks.

Utility disconnections, diversions and new
supplies
A number of pre-existing substations around the
development will need to be taken into account within
the proposals.
The Wiltshire Street Substation and the Leamington
House Substation represent the principal constraints
to development of site 1 from utility infrastructure.
The substations primarily serve Horatia House and
Leamington House respectively so their main supply
connections will be disconnected under the demolition
scope of works, however both substations also have
connections to other remaining properties in the
Estate sub-station locations
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Flooding
The site is located within Flood Zone 1 however is at
low risk of flooding. Any development of the sites
should take into consideration the ground water
levels and existing surface water flooding that occurs
adjacent to the site as shown below.

Existing surface water flooding plan

Sustainable Urban Drainage
Through RIBA stages 1&2, the sustainable drainage
proposals will be collaboratively developed by
landscape architects and engineers within the design
team. By fully integrating sustainable drainage
systems and techniques into the public realm and
landscape, we are able to maximise the practical
function and environmental and amenity value of
each item within the proposals, ultimately delivering
the best value for money.
Yet, at its root, the design of the sustainable drainage
strategy will be driven by various council policies and
ambitions for flood risk, landscape, public realm and
highway management. We will continue to liaise with
the appropriate council officers to ensure that the
emerging proposals are reflective of their priorities.
Indicatively, we intend to maximise the employment
of sustainable drainage features above ground, so
that we can minimise the volume of below ground
attenuation tanks that will be required for the surface
water discharge rate to the local sewer network to
be reduced to the ‘greenfield runoff rate’. We will also
investigate the extent to which we can allow surface
water to infiltrate to ground, however we anticipate
the combination of low / variable soakage rates
inherent within the site’s geology and the potential
creation of pollution pathways to limit its contribution.
We therefore anticipate to collect rainfall through a
sequence of sustainable drainage features including
green roofs, rain gardens, urban swales, channels,
rills, attenuation areas, permeable pavements and
attenuation tanks before allowing the water to
gradually discharge to the local sewer network at the
greenfield runoff rate. Without substantial infiltration
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to ground, we have calculated that the combination
of sustainable drainage features will need to provide
an attenuation volume of approximately 430m3 in
the Leamington House site and 235m3 in the Horatia
House site.
We have also calculated the foul water discharge
rate that the development is likely to create.
When compared to an estimate from Horatia and
Leamington Houses while they were occupied, the
proposals will likely increase the foul water discharge
rate by 17-19 l/s depending on the option developed.
However this will be more than offset by the proposals
to reduce the surface water discharge rate to the
‘greenfield runoff rate’ as the site’s surface and
foul water drainage systems both discharge to the
combined sewer system of the local area. Indeed we
anticipate a reduction of approximately 75 l/s in the
combined water discharge rate in a 1 in 100 year storm
event.
This approach serves to relieve some pressure on the
city’s sewer network which is currently facing capacity
issues further downstream. Where flow capacity is
exceeded in the network following severe storms,
notably at pumping stations, local flooding is avoided
by allowing the sewage to flow into the Solent. Over
time, this combined sewer overflow mechanism has
increased nitrate levels in the Solent to unsustainable
levels, forcing Natural England to object to planning
applications for development that do not mitigate
any increases in sewage nitrate levels that they
might create. While our proposals serve to relieve the
problem in one respect, by reducing the overall flow
into the sewer system and so reducing the risk of
combined sewer overflows, the increase in foul water
flows will nonetheless drive to small increases in the
nitrate concentrations within the combined sewer
water. Therefore the sustainable drainage strategy
would likely need to be supplemented by financial
contributions to the council’s nitrate offset scheme
which aims to mitigate the problem over the long
term.

Nitrates
Portsmouth City Council has a Nitrate mitigation
strategy which sets out how they expect development
to mitigate the effects of any development on nitrate
levels. They have three accepted options for mitigation
including,
• Offsetting – redevelop site to a lower or equal
occupancy, change of use of land, significant
water savings
• Creating new features including – SuDS< Wetland
creation on agricultural land, woodland planting
scheme,
• Purchasing mitigation credit
Natural England is the advising body for Nitrate
issues and have confirmed the requirements for any
alternative strategy. Confirmation of the existing
nitrate load and proposed load will need to be
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undertaken to further progress the development.

Structural Strategy

The current strategy for the site is to reduce the
surface water flows from the site into the combined
networks effectively and utilise the surface water
network to the west. All surface water will be
attenuated to the green field rate. This reduction in
surface water should assist in reducing the number
of sewerage spills from the combined network at the
consented sewer outfalls.

In the absence of a detailed ground investigation we
have based the current philosophy on the models
created by Karakusevic Carson Architects, desk study
and BGS data that is available to us.
Based on the current proposals we understand that
the building heights may vary from 17 through to 3
floors in height. With the block height variation in
mind and results from surrounding site investigations
it is likely that a combination of piled, raft and
traditional ground bearing strategies will be employed.
Much of this will be site dependent with the
understanding of the significant history of Somers
Town and the historical developments. Therefore it is
entirely possible that much of the anticipated gravels
may in fact be disturbed and made ground put in
its place, therefore in instances where this occurs we
may find that lower rise structures require piling as
the adequacy of the ground immediately beneath the
proposed building is found to be poor.
In general, based on previous developments:
• Buildings comprising lightweight construction
up to 4 floors to be founded on rafts or
traditional ground bearing foundations with light
reinforcement
• Buildings of heavier reinforced concrete
construction from 5 through to 17 floors are likely
to require piled foundations.

Super Structure Strategy
Low rise Up to Four Floors in Height
Langstone Harbour outfalls owned and operated by other
organisations and agencies which are not the responsibility of
Southern Water

Ridge and Partners LLP have initiated these
discussions with Natural England and Southern Water
to ascertain their requirements for the mitigation
strategy.
Southern Water have confirmed their initial support
for the proposed strategy so further progress is being
made to provide additional detail of the strategy for
further discussions with the relevant stakeholders.
It is envisaged that while we are mitigating
through offsetting and water savings there will be
a requirement for purchasing mitigation credit in
accordance with the Portsmouth policy.

Based on the known geology for the site low rise
structures of up to 4 floors in height should be made
as light as possible to minimise the impact that the
footings will have on the overall cost. In addition by
utilising modern methods of construction (offsite
fabrication etc for effciencies) and following our
embodied carbon calculations structural materials
like timber and in particular CLT should be of key
consideration at the next stage. An alternative to
CLT would be a lightweight cold rolled metal frame
solution however these clearly do not have the same
environmental benefits.
Medium to High rise
With a key focus on structural fire design, robustness,
and environmental impact through embodied carbon
for the medium and high rise we would change
the material to a ‘Green’ reinforced concrete. This
critically reduces the embodied CO2 within the
structure by using blast furnace slag blended with
normal cement. By using this type of cement the CO2
generated in producing the concrete is significantly
reduced consequently reducing the overall structural
environmental impact. Locally sourced aggregates
that are available in the region also help reduce the
embodied carbon within the structure.
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Whilst providing the above a reinforced concrete
frame also provides flexibility within the building form.
The frames can be designed to allow for differing
flat layouts throughout the building height, allowing
the typically larger and more expensive flats to be
placed toward the top of the structure. Critically the
frame can be designed to allow building step backs
for terraces with limited increases in the structural
zones to alternative materials. Roof gardens and
terraces that provide external amenity space at high
level can also be readily allowed for within the design
assisting in providing a more natural landscape for the
development.

Building Services Engineering
Part L of the building regulations were planned to
be updated in 2020. The consultation period for the
revised Part L has recently ended. The proposed
calculation methodology for dwellings, SAP10, has not
yet been formally adopted for the purposes of Building
Regulations however this is anticipated to happen
during the design stages of this project.
The proposed new calculation methodology uses
a reduced carbon emission factor figure for grid
electricity of 0.233 kg CO2/kWh, compared to the
previous 0.519 kg CO2/kWh. It is our experience from
using this new methodology for projects in the Greater
London Authority area that it is typically not possible
to achieve new targets using gas fired boilers. It is
therefore not anticipated that the design will utilise
gas fired central plant on this project.

such as the massing, tenure local microclimate,
likely occupancy patterns, climate change risks
and orientation of buildings alongside the proposed
building fabric performance and daylight and
ventilation strategy.
The specification of the mechanical and electrical
services that are proposed for the new buildings will
be carefully considered to ensure that high efficiencies
are selected and the strategies are designed to work
alongside each other rather than in isolation to
minimise energy consumption.
The use of Low or Zero Carbon Technologies (LZC) will
be included where appropriate and this is referenced in
the Sustainability section of the business plan.
Water storage will be required for the apartments and
its proposed location is in a dedicated plant rooms
at Ground Floor level, ensuring separation from heat
generating plant and minimising the risk of heat
gains.
The installation of the above ground drainage systems
will be fully compliant with Building Regulations. Main
stacks and stub stack pipework will be generally run
internally using proprietary PVC system and this will be
acoustically insulated.
All apartments will be served by utility meters to allow
separate billing of electricity and water.

Heat pumps, specifically air source heat pumps
(ASHPs), have come to the fore given their
performance in the proposed new calculation
methodology. Air Source Heat Pumps will typically will
be located at roof level and will be arranged to cover
a base load. Due to the likely timing of adoption of
the planned Building Regulation changes the design
of the services and their impact on the building and
cost plan should be based on the new calculation
methodology.
Preliminary thermal load calculations – heating and
domestic water – both hourly and annually have been
undertaken. It is anticipated that the solution for
heating and hot water will reflect an electric biased
solution using a mixture of heat pumps and possibly
some local heating.
For operational carbon a sequential approach has
been adopted as outlined in the Energy section of
this business case. This starts by reducing energy
demand through passive design and energy
efficiency measures, implementing clean sources of
energy production where appropriate and then the
application of Low and Zero Carbon technologies.
During the next stage a detailed energy study will
be undertaken that will review site specific details
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Typical Landlord Rise Detail

All dwellings will be ventilated in accordance with
Part F of Building Regulations and the companion
document, the Domestic Ventilation Compliance
Guide.
The ventilation system will also form part of the
Overheating Mitigation strategy, with flow rates
enhanced where necessary to reflect the requirements
of CIBSE TM59 analysis.
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Stairwells and corridors will be ventilated to provide
the air change rates required by the TM59 overheating
risk analysis.

and Local Authorities Regulations. Summer Internal
Conditions - Aspiration to comply with CIBSE A and
CIBSE TM52 / TM59 overheating limits.
Domestic Ventilation Rates - As required by approved
Document F of the Building Regulations and the CIBSE
Guides

Typical detail for apartment ventilation

The smoke ventilation shafts and damper controls
will be utilised to promote air movement through the
common areas.
Lighting will be provided using wall and ceiling
mounted LED energy efficient luminaires, with LED
source as required for Building Regulations Part L
compliance.
LED feature lighting will be installed within entrance
lobbies.
Lighting within the entrances and corridors will be on
24 hours a day at 10% until the presence detector is
activated. The luminaires will dim down to 10% output
15 minutes after the last activation and shall ramp up
to full output on PIR activation.
The systems will conform to the recommendations of
the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
(CIBSE) Guide, British Standard Codes of Practice

•

Plant Efficiency - All plant will meet or exceed
the minimum requirements set out by the Part L
Building Services Compliance Guides

•

Lighting - The design criteria for the proposed
scheme will comply with:-

•

CIBSE Code for Lighting (2012)

•

SLL (CIBSE) Lighting Handbook.

•

CIBSE Guide LG6 “The Outdoor Environment

•

All lighting will be LED.

•

Emergency lighting will be installed in all areas

Fire alarm system will be as required by the Fire Risk
Assessment installed to latest BS 5839-1 and BS58396.
Data and Telephone Systems will be installed to each
property.
During the next stage the team will look to
develop the strategies for the Mechanical and
Electrical services design philosophy, including:
•

Design Criteria

•

Heating and Cooling Strategy

•

Public Health Strategy

•

General Ventilation Strategy

•

Fire Services Strategy including sprinklers

•

Electrical Services Strategy

•

Lighting Strategy

•

Billing and metering strategy

•

Utilities information
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3

ECONOMIC
CASE

3.1 MASTERPLAN PROPOSAL
The masterplan proposals developed throughout the
Outline Business Case design stage provide robust
strategies that enhance Horatia and Leamington
Houses site and wider area where appropriate while
seeking to deliver financial, social, and environmental
value in line with the key project principles.

All of the presented options improve accessibility and
connectivity while carefully stepping beyond the plot
boundaries to provide localised improvements to the
existing public realm, benefiting the wider community
while creating a safe, healthy, active and inviting
neighbourhood.

The proposals strive to embrace the assets of the site
context while enhancing architectural, and cultural
diversity and biodiversity to create a strong sense of
place and improve economy.

Development Scenarios

Design proposals are focused primarily on Horatia
and Leamington Houses site, however the team have
discussed the potential for some ‘blue sky thinking’
and the possibility to broaden the scope across
the wider Somerstown area, to provide significant
benefits to the existing local residents and wider
neighbourhood. The wider site studies will be explored
further if this is something that is desired and
welcomed by the existing community and residents
through the early engagement discussions/meetings.

Each scenario explores differing scales of development
and site coverage, carefully considering the benefits of
developing:
•

Horatia and Leamington Houses site
independently

•

Horatia and Leamington Houses site and Gibson
Centre Site

Minimum

Medium

Maximum

Horatia and
Leamington Houses
site

Horatia and
Leamington Houses
site plus Gibson centre

Wider regeneration
opportunities

Development of the Horatia and
Leamington Houses site only.

Development of the Horatia and
Leamington Houses site and the
Gibson centre site.
Including public realm
improvements linking proposed
developments.

Development of the Horatia and
Leamington Houses site and
the Gibson centre site as well
as possible wider Somerstown
regeneration.
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Overview of Options
Option 1a

Wiltshir

e Street

Horatia and Leamington Buildings
Existing Melbourne Place car parking
structure
Gibson centre site proposed for
regeneration opportunities

Option 1

St Pauls

St Pauls

Ro a d

e Street

enue

Ro a d

Wiltshir

Winston Chur
chill Av

enue

Middle Street

Winston Chur
chill Av

Middle Street

Existing site

•
•
•
•

Only Horatia and Leamington Houses site development
Improved connection/permeability (Winston Churchill Av.)
Taller elements for wayfinding / landmarking
Courtyard blocks provide private amenity space as well as
Potential Social or Commercial and reduce excavation & cartaway/Improve sustainability

Option 2

Wiltshir

St Pauls

Ro a d

e Street

enue

Middle Street

Winston Chur
chill Av

As option 1a but:
• Retains excavated footprint of Melbourne Place car park
to allow for reduced cost to podium car parking.

As option 1 but:
• The Gibson centre is included in redevelopment
• Gibson centre demolished and replaced with residential semicourtyard block allowing for community use reprovision at
ground floor
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Horatia and Leamington Houses Site Massing Development

Existing site
The two large deep plan 1960’s tower blocks will be
deconstructed providing an opportunity to transform
this area of Somerstown.

2

3

2. Traditional Perimeter Blocks

3. Create More Open Space

Introduce traditional urban perimeter blocks to
create defined street edges and strong frontages, as
defined in the Area Action Plan. Blocks are scaled to
provide enough homes to achieve the required social
homes and the numbers of private homes to allow the
development to be viable.

A larger open public space is created by displacing
parts of blocks and stacking them on top of others.
Routes are opened up creating better and more
pleasant links to the surrounding context as well as
improving connectivity and permeability.
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1

1. Sub-divide the
site

1a. 2 sub-sites

1b. 3 sub-sites

A hybrid between
1a and 1b has been
chosen to develop,
in order to provide a
sensible approach to
the development site,
movement and options
for building footprint to
balance permeability
with enclosure and
frontage.

1a. 5 sub-sites

4

5

4. Articulate Blocks

5. Create Variety of Space

Blocks are also pushed and pulled up and down to
carefully sculpt buildings creating a hierarchy of forms
and places that shape a pleasant urban and active
streetscape surrounding a central public open space.

A variety of open space is created by enclosing
communal courtyards and stepping blocks to allow
light into the courtyards whilst also creating spaces
for garden roof terraces, which overlook the central
public green space at the heart of the development
and benefit from views of the city and seascape.
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Option 1a
M

Horatia and Leamington Houses site development
Improved connection/permeability
Taller elements for wayfinding / landmarking
Courtyard blocks provide private amenity and better
enclosure to open space and streets
• Public space + commercial/community pavilion

um scale sc
en

ar

•
•
•
•

im
in

io

Min

enue

Middle Street

Winston Chur
chill Av

Wiltshir

St Pauls

Ro a d

e Street

Sackville Street

Affordable Housing
Private Housing
Commercial and Community use
Range of Public Realm Improvements
0

Proposed tenure and public realm improvements plan

Pros
• Comprehensive development of Horatia and Leamington
Houses site
• Some public realm enhancements
• Improved connections & permeability (Winston Churchill
Avenue)
• Taller elements for wayfinding/landmarking
• Over 50% Social Homes at Affordable Rent
• Courtyard blocks provide private amenity space
• Potential Social or Commercial uses
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•
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Limited public realm improvements
Lack of enclosure around amenity/towers
38% private homes limits viability
New ‘standalone buildings’ – potential
negative perception
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Illustrated principles of the proposed development massing

(Excluding reprovision)
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Option 1
M

Horatia and Leamington Houses site development
Retains footprint of Melbourne Place carpark
Improved connection/permeability
Taller elements for wayfinding / landmarking
Courtyard blocks provide private amenity and better enclosure to open
space and streets
• Public space + commercial/community pavilion
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•
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Affordable Housing
Private Housing
Commercial and Community use
Range of Public Realm Improvements
0

Proposed tenure and public realm improvements plan

Pros
• Comprehensive development of Horatia and Leamington
Houses site plus retention of excavated footprint of Melbourne
Place car park:
• Accessible roof top amenity
• Reduce excavation cost & cart-away
• Improve sustainability
• Better enclosure to open space and streets
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Cons
• Limited public realm improvements
• 44% private homes limits viability
• More complex build & phasing due to
retention of excavated footprint of
Melbourne Place car park
• Less podium car parking provision
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Illustrated principles of the proposed development massing

(Excluding reprovision)
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rio

• The Gibson centre is included in redevelopment
• The Gibson centre is demolished and replaced with residential semi-courtyard
block allowing for community use reprovision at ground floor
• Retained footprint of Melbourne Place carpark
• Improved connection/permeability
• Taller elements for wayfinding / landmarking
• Courtyard blocks provide private amenity and better enclosure to open space and streets
• Public space + commercial/community pavilion
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Wiltshir

St Pauls
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Sackville Street

Affordable Housing
Private Housing
Commercial and Community use
Range of Public Realm Improvements
0

Proposed tenure and public realm improvements plan

Pros
Same as Option 1a/b but with the Gibson centre site
redeveloped:
• More homes and opportunity for maisonettes or townhouses
• Additional private homes and cross-subsidy
• Potential to integrate and improve interface with Sirius Court
(Sheltered Accommodation)
• Potential new community space in new block
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Cons
Additional considerations:
• Loss of existing community centre,
parking & MUGA (potential to re-provide
some of these at ground floor)
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Capacity Testing Methodology
Capacity testing outputs for the Outline Business Case
has been achieved through producing a virtual spatial
massing model of the proposed schemes.

The data driven model combined with the key
assumptions listed above has allowed for the following
key outputs:

This Building Information Model (BIM) has allowed
for direct measurements of the proposed buildings,
public realm, and other amenity space. Combined
with key assumptions, such as efficiency ratios, typical
unit sizes, and tenure mix, the direct measurement
outputs have been used to derive and schedule a
variety of different values.

•

Proposed gross external areas (including
residential, non-residential, public realm and
improvements, private and public amenity)

•

Proposed Gross Internal Areas

•

Net Internal Areas

•

Unit numbers with break down based on unit type
and tenure

•

Demolition Areas

•

Façade areas

•

Proposed, retained, and removed trees

•

Proposed, retained, and removed parking

•

Tree cover

•

Urban greening factor

In addition to measuring areas, the model also
features a detailed site context model as well as scaled
trees and parking spaces to allow for scheduling and
production of contextual visual outputs to support the
financial viability.
The following assumptions have been used to generate
project outputs from the capacity model (BIM Model):
Efficiency ratios
•

GEA – GIA Ratio = 93%

•

GIA – NIA = 77%

•

Unit size efficiency allowance = +5%

Evaluation Criteria

Unit Sizes

To ensure a holistic evaluation of the proposed
masterplan options, as demonstrated over the
following pages within this report, a broad range of
criteria and evaluation methods have been identified.

•

1b Unit = 1b2p 50m2

•

2b Unit = 2b4p 70m2

•

3b Unit = 3b6p 95m2 or 3b5p maisonette 95m2

Private Unit Mix
•

40% 1 bed units

•

50% 2 bed units

•

10% 3 bed units
33.3% (1/3) 1 bed units

•

33.3% (1/3) 2 bed units

•

33.3% (1/3) 3 bed units

Private Mix

33.3% 33.3%

40.0% 50.0%

1b2p

2b4p

1b2p

2b4p

Financial Value: Intelligent,
innovative and agile project
nmen
Social
viro
collaboration
tto
a capitalise on the
En
team’s experience and knowledge
to optimise cost/value, viability
and deliverability, through a whole
life cost approach and range of
procurement routes.
l

33.3%
3b6p
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Social Mix

(excluding reprovision)

Social Value: Placemaking,
amenity and uses that vprovide
ironment
a
En place and
assets that benefit both
people, developed through grassroots engagement and building on
this inclusive foundation to enhance
the existing neighbourhood.
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l

Environmental Value: Use
‘greener’ design-led thinking and
intelligent optioneering, to maximise
environmental benefit and quality of
life whilst minimising environmental
impact and infrastructure costs.

Affordable Unit Mix
•

Broadly speaking the criteria each fall into one of
the three project principles outlined at the beginning
of this document and reiterated in the following
diagrams and text.

ancial
Fin

an
Fin

These adopted methods have been chosen with
an aim to minimise distortion or bias that is often
associated with viability assessments at the early
stages of design where quantitative values such as
unit numbers and associated costs are distinctly
measured, while qualitative aspects of the design
proposals are often overlooked. Furthermore these
evaluation methods include input from the Outline
Business Case team, the client and other consultants.
Environmental Value

Social Value
3 factors have been used measure and compare social
value of the site:
•

Parking - Number of spaces allocated across the
site including the local controlled parking zone
(CPZ) and podium carparks.

•

Tenant retention - The numbers of leaseholders
being removed/retained to complete the works.

•

‘Building for a Healthy Life’ design tool kit - a
matrix of factors for assessing neighbourhoods,
streets, homes and public spaces. The team has
used a traffic light system for scoring each of the
individual values within the design tool box to
allow for calculating an overall average score.

While it is difficult to assess the schemes based on
their sustainability, environmental impacts and
embodied carbon at such an early stage, the options
have been evaluated against three environmental
performance targets:
•

Tree retention - Minimising the removal of existing
trees to make way for new development.

•

Tree canopy cover - A measure of the total
mature tree canopy cover area across the site and
calculating as a percentage against the area of
the site following the Woodland Trust measuring
methodology. The UK is targeting an average
tree coverage ratio of 20%, with coastal towns
targeting 15%+ and London targeting 25%.

•

Urban Greening Factor - A measure of the extent
and effectiveness of green spaces and biodiversity
across the masterplan. The urban greening factor
target for the masterplan will be 0.4 and will take
into account the build-up of external amenity
space and roof coverings as well as the number
and scale of trees across the site.

Financial Value
•

Viability - Arcadis have provided a high level score
to compare each of the options’ financial viability
based on their professional experience and the
outputs of their viability modelling.

•

Cost - Arcadis have provided a high level score
to compare each of the options’ cost based on
their professional experience and the outputs of
their cost modelling exercise that feeds into their
viability models.

•

Value - Savills have provided a high level score to
compare the sales value / marketability for each of
the options based on their professional experience
and market insight.

Conclusions and Criteria Weighting
UGF 0.4 Target

At the end of this section of the Strategic Business
Case conclusions have been drawn based on the
outcomes of the evaluation criteria listed above.
The results have been represented both numerically
and visually to aid with comparison and ease of
understanding.
For each option a summary score has been provided
as a percentage by an averaging the scores across all
the key criteria. However, to weigh the importance
of each set of criteria equally would not be
appropriate. For example, viability, tenant retention
and environmental impact should be prioritised over
the number of parking spaces and percentage tree
cover. To compensate individual criteria have been
given a weighting based on their importance. It is
important to remember some of the measurements
and weightings are based on professional opinion and
are therefore somewhat subjective.

Diagram illustrating UGF make-up on typical courtyard block
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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3.2 EVALUATING THE OPTIONS

Methodology
As described at the beginning of this section,
Karakusevic Carson Architects have established
techniques to measure criteria within each design
option. This provides a better understanding of the
successful aspects of the scheme. The criteria shown
here are categorised based on the three project
principals (Environmental / Social / Financial) and
have been presented in charts to clearly visualise the
benefits of each option.

Evaluation
The criteria evaluation is calculated using a
combination of data driven analysis generated by BIM
and intuitive analysis based on consultant expertise.
The percentage displayed in the middle of each chart
represents the total ‘score’ of each option. This quickly
identifies which options perform best on average when
measured against the criteria. However, it’s important
to recognise the limitations of evaluating in this way
as some criteria may be considered essential and
others less important by the reader.
The charts distil and present a large amount of
analysis so the pros and cons of each option can be
clearly visualised against one another. This information
can be used to inform the design development and
inform decision making for the next stages. The
evaluation methodology can also be adapted to
allow different weightings to be applied and different
criteria to be added, once we start the residents
engagement process.
This data has been represented numerically and
justified on the following double page spread.
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Option 1a

Option 1

Option 1a score is high as comprehensive
redevelopment of Horatia and Leamington Houses site
will benefit the area and its immediate context while
creating residential frontage along the streets, new
public and private open spaces.

Option 1 is a variant of the Option 1a which explores
the opportunity to better enclose new public space
with residential frontage. This option increases natural
surveillance and provides additional amenity at roof
level.

Option 2

Option 2 currently has the highest evaluation score
as it increases regeneration benefits within the wider
area. Opportunity to redevelop Gibson centre site
allows to connect new public realm with the existing
streets and provide wider improvements of the public
realm and routes through the neighbourhood.
Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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Justification of Scores
While the evaluation outputs have been represented
visually on the previous page,the outputs shown below
and opposite have been represented numerically in
table form. The evaluation criteria has been explained
and annotation has been provided to offer a brief
description of the relevant methodology.
For each option a summary score has been provided
as a percentage by an averaging the scores across
all the key criteria (this is shown in the grey column
on the far right of the table below). However, to
weigh the importance of each set of criteria equally

would not be appropriate. For example, viability,
tenant retention and environmental impact should
be prioritised over the number of parking spaces and
percentage tree cover. To compensate individual
criteria have been given a weighting based on their
importance (this is shown as a percentage below
each criteria heading). It is important to remember
some of the measurements and weightings are based
on professional opinion and are therefore somewhat
subjective.

Tenant retention 40% of
the Social Project Principle
score which simply
measures how many of
the existing leasehold
properties remain.

Building for a Healthy Life analysis
forms 40% of the Social Project Principle
score. This has been established through
averaging the previously scored assessment
categories set out in the BFHL guidance.

Social

Parking forms 20% of the
Social Project Principle
score based on the total
percentage of parking
retained

nancia

Fi Valuel Evaluation:
Social

l

nmen
viro
ta
En

Social Score based
on weighted average
between BFHL, Tenant
Retention and Parking

Placemaking, amenity and uses that provide
assets that benefit both place and people,
developed through grass-roots engagement
and building on this inclusive foundation to
enhance the existing neighbourhood.
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Option 1a

65%

Option 1

Score
Weighting

66%

Option 2

68%

Score Overview

Tree retention forms 20% of
the Environmental Project
Principle score where a score
of 100% equates to a 25%
tree coverage at maturity and
the existing 12.4% coverage
equates to a score of 0%.

Tree retention forms 30%
of the Environmental
Project Principle score
where 100% score equates
to total tree retention and
0% equates to a 50% loss.

Environment Score
based on weighted
average between Tree
Retention, Tree Cover
and Urban Greening
Factor

Urban Greening Factor forms
50% of the Environmental
Project Principle score where
a UGF of 0.4 equates to
a score of 100% and the
existing UGF of 0.13 equates
to a score of 0%

Social ironme

Value forms 25% of the
Financial Score based on
marketability input from
Savills

nancia Social

nt FEvaluation:
i
l
v
Environmental
Value
a
En

Financial score based
on weighted average
between Value, Viability
and cost

Cost forms 25% of the
Financial Score based on
Capex/unit where 100%
equates to £330k/unit and
0% equates to £375k/unit

ancial
Fin

Summary score for
each option based on
weighted average over
all 3 project principles

Financial Value Evaluation:

l

l
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viro
ta
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Viability forms 50% of the
Financial Score based the
outputs of the Arcadis
viability modelling

Use ‘greener’ design-led thinking and
intelligent optioneering, to maximise
environmental benefit and quality of
life whilst minimising environmental
impact and infrastructure costs.

Intelligent, innovative and agile project
collaboration to capitalise on the team’s
experience and knowledge to optimise value,
viability and deliverability, through a whole life
cost approach and range of procurement.

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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4

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 OUTCOMES
Design Evolution
Throughout the development of this Outline Business
Case stage, the team have worked collaboratively
and iteratively with the PCC team, to test a
number of ideas, strategies and proposals to help
define a coherent framework and a set of urban
design principles from which the options have been
developed.
The proposals and strategies that have been explored,
to address PCC’s key objectives and the Outline
Business Case demonstrates the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

The proposals for the replacement of Horatia and
Leamington House focus on providing a variety
of options that deliver an increased number of
homes, commercial space and new public realm/
green space.
The options all provide a minimum of 272 new
Social Homes that people can afford.
The urban design strategies and aspirations
provide the opportunity for positive local socioeconomic impact and the potential for an
exemplar council led development and legacy for
Somerstown.
The emerging development framework
incorporates improvements to permeability,
pedestrian/cycle routes; improving connections
and the cost plan factors in public realm
improvements that are benchmarked against
other high-quality developments.
The public realm/landscape strategy is enshrined
in the urban design principles, with an aspiration
to provide community and sustainable benefits;
through creating better green spaces that are
safer, multifunctional, and more enjoyable.
The options focus on creating a low car
development that removes the reliance on
private vehicles and puts the priority on people,
encouraging more healthy and active travel and
play.

Resident Engagement
Working with the local community, will be the main
focus and priority for the next stage, in the new year.
It was agreed with the PCC team, to use the past
engagement feedback for the development of the
Stage 0 work and that any direct engagement with
residents and the local community will continue
at Stage 1, with the support of the wider PCC
team. We will then use this opportunity to get a
better understanding of the neighbourhood from a
community perspective. This fact-finding process will
aim to record and understand the lived experiences
of residents and listen to their priorities in order
to develop a shared vision for the Horatia and
Leamington Houses site development and any wider
regeneration opportunities.
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Viability
The Outline Business Case is the precursor to
developing detailed plans for Horatia and Leamington
houses site and the first steps in embarking on
engagement for wider regeneration opportunities. We
have focussed on evaluating the viability of the various
design options to enable the council to make an
informed decision on the scale, scope and timings of
viable redevelopment proposals, rather than deciding
on an actual masterplan option. Additionally, a key
task of the Outline Business Case was to define the
residents and community engagement strategy and
develop the scope for future engagement.

Findings
The urban design studies, costing exercise and viability
modelling that have been undertaken for several
options has allowed the team and PCC to understand
the following:
1. The minimum scenario of redeveloping Horatia
and Leamington Houses site independently, has
the potential to be viable and deliverable.
2. The options tested including the minimum
scenario (1) above allow for wider public realm
improvements and enhancements focussing on
improving the quality of amenity, routes and
connections.
3. There is the opportunity for redevelopment of
the Gibson Centre and wider regeneration, if the
council and residents agree that wider benefits
and transformation would be desirable.
Based on the evaluation criteria, the medium scenario
option which includes the Gibson Centre site and
public realm improvements to the surrounding area,
demonstrate better overall value and opportunity to
deliver real transformation and change to this area of
Somerstown.
Generally, the bigger the development the greater the
amount of improvements, benefits and viability that
can be delivered. However, it will also require increased
capital cost. The outcomes of the Outline Business
Case provide some confidence that, at a minimum,
there is the potential to deliver a significant amount of
new housing and regeneration of the local area, which
should establish a good starting point for the residents
and community engagement to build on to develop a
range of feasible masterplan options.
It is clear a careful balance needs to be sought
between the costs (including Whole Life Cost) and
benefits as well as the opportunity to provide wider
regneration benefits to Somerstown. These will be
explored futher at the next stage.
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4.2 THE WAY FORWARD
Broadly, the next steps are intended to capitalise on
the work done to date and focus on engagement and
rigorous testing of options. We would recommend that
the following are key areas to focus on early next year.

Masterplan/Design
The team look forward to enhancing their
understanding of the estate and local neighbourhood,
through the residents and community engagement
process. The Community Design Panel meetings,
workshops and engagement events will provide
additional layers of knowledge that will help the team
develop the following through the next stages:
•

Develop a shared vision for the site and its
qualities with the residents and wider stakeholders

•

Develop the masterplan framework, including the
landscape/public realm strategy

•

Develop the movement strategy and create a
clear pedestrian priority street hierarchy

•

Continue the parking provision and car use
analysis to help inform the parking strategy

•

Develop emerging design proposals with a
focus on public realm, streets, open space/play,
amenity, design and the look of the homes and
their layouts.

•

Undertake preliminary Ecology appraisal and
surveys and initiate EIA screening.

•

Agree a formal Planning Performance Agreement.

Engineering
The engineering team have focused on strategic
analysis, outlining an understanding of the potential
constraints and opportunities of the site and those
imposed by statutory authorities, local policies, and
established services.
Over the next stage we will further engage with the
statutory authorities including the LLFA, Southern
water and Natural England to understand the impacts
the development may have and any likely mitigation
measures. Additionally, we will be formalising the flood
risk for the site and evaluate the surface water flows
to inform the design and mitigation measures.
The structural team will continue the initial work on
embodied carbon assessment to inform the structural
alternatives for different block heights. We will work
effectively and collaboratively with the teams to
ensure the designs can be refined with further carbon
calculations. Further work will be carried out on the
site engineering constraints, including specialist
surveys and reports.

MEP/Sustainability
This project presents a unique opportunity to embrace
sustainability including embodied carbon and
operational carbon analysis that takes account of
the whole life of the building and its impact on future
residents and the wider city. Investing in assessment
of sustainability at the early stages, as an integral part
of the design and consultation process, will avoid the
costs of imposing it, retrospectively, at a later stage
and enable it to be done cost effectively as an integral
attribute of creating an amazing place to live. The
regeneration of Horatio and Leamington can become
a template for future developments within the city.
The focus for next steps would be to:
•
•

•

Agree the Sustainability Assessment methodology
(BREEAM Communities/HQM/Bespoke).
Develop a Low Carbon and Low Energy strategy,
considering whole life cost, capital costs,
performance and useability.
Undertake Passive design analysis of preferred
options to ensure a lean fundamental approach
to the basic form, orientation, fenestration and
servicing.

Finance
The project provides the opportunity to unlock
development activity in a City where, more recently,
such activity has been relatively limited. It also
presents an opportunity for PCC to control the
delivery strategy and approach to the regeneration.
In doing so the Council can benefit not only from
improvements to the neighbourhood but also add
value to the wider area which would increase its
attractiveness to external investment.
In the next phase the team will focus on alternative
procurement, delivery and exit arrangements including
the opportunity to access private sector expertise and
alternative funding routes, whilst sharing risk, if only to
discount them.
We will provide further support to the design team to
analyse and optimise the design and phasing solution
as well as the cost-value balance for the site. This will
include a review on the Build to Rent offer and model
– what amenity space should be provided; what the
unit mix should look like; the car parking strategy and
the efficiency of the building. This will ensure that
either the product solution could attract a target
occupier / customer profile should PCC deliver directly,
or alternatively attract third party investment into the
proposals.

Karakusevic Carson Multidisciplinary Team
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